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ADVANCE SS IN INSTRUMENTATIO N AND ANALYSI S FOR 
NON-INVASIVEL YY MEASURIN G SURFACE TENSION, 
VISCOSITY ,, AND OTHER INTERFACIA L PARAMETER S IN 
Surfacee Light Scattering Spectroscopy (SLSS) - (Section II ) 

SLSS-1.. Introduction and Background 

Wee begin this section (Section II) with a discussion of the applicability of surface light scattering 
spectroscopyy for measuring a wide range of interfacial parameters. This is followed by a 
presentationn of our vibration mitigating design with its Fourier-optics-based [43-47] instrument 
function,, which we use for the optics of our new surface-light-scattering spectrometer. There 
followss a sequence of discussions on how to apply the instrument function computationally, the 
usee of the fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) algorithm to minimize uncertainty in the derived power 
spectrum,, some of the standard analysis routines used in this paper, along with the results of our 
workk with the surface response function (SRF), which is derived and included as Appendix II-C 
onn the accompanying CD ROM. We follow this by comparing the results of some analysis 
routines,, using data taken at a simple fluid interface. We then bring empirical and analytic 
closuree to our surface-light-scattering instrument discussion by showing three-dimensional 
powerr spectrum plots of our data and theory for an asymmetric thin film of pentane on water, 
wheree the film thickness is varied using an accurate thermostat (temperature controller) designed 
andd built at the University of Amsterdam. Our surface light scattering instrument allowed us to 
experimentallyy see a power spectrum bifurcation occur as a result of a change in the pentane film 
thicknesss on water (see Fig. 11-24 and the paper by Fenistein et al. [48] for more details). This 
observationn is supported by our SRF theory and its power-spectrum plots (see Fig. 11-26, below). 
Wee provide the theoretical underpinnings elsewhere [6] and the several hundred typed pages of 
thee computational derivation (included as Appendix II-D on the accompanying CD ROM) for 
ourr analytical SRF solution and results for the asymmetric double-interface problem provided 
laterr in this work. 

Thee instrument function is an integral transform that relates the correlation function of surface 
fluctuationss to the correlation function that is detected as a photocurrent fluctuation. The most 
generall  theory of surface fluctuations is derived through SRF formalism. We exploit both the 
formalismm of the Meunier and Bouchiat SRF [49], and the stream and potential function SRF 
formalismm first used by Mann for the forced wave experiment [50] and developed more 
extensivelyy for SLSS the companion paper [6], which provides the theoretical background for the 
workk discussed here in an experimental context. This SRF formulation provides a power 
spectrum,, which is most easily fit  to an experimental power spectrum. The experimental power 
spectrumm is obtained from the correlator as a Fourier transform of its time-domain data into the 
frequencyy domain. The correlator is effective in providing an accurate approximation for the 
correlationn function of the surface fluctuations. However, the FFT of such data to the frequency 
domainn must be done carefully to avoid distortion due to finite record length, for example. 

Ann argument can be made for transforming the SRF by FFT to a correlation function as part of 
thee fit process. Unfortunately, an analytical transformation of the theoretical SRF does not 
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appearr possible as a result of a branch cut in the complex plane of the response function. A 
numericall  procedure is possible. This thesis will put the emphasis on transforming the 
correiogramm to an accurate approximation of the spectrogram. Here, we use the terminology that 
thee correiogram is a point-wise, experimental representation of the theoretical correlation 
function. . 

Thee correiogram that is measured is a finite approximation of the correlation function; the 
correiogramm is a random variable, whereas the correlation function is not. This property merits 
thee inclusion of a weight factor in the maximum likelihood method used to determine the 
parameterss in the theory of the correlations. This weight factor is determined empirically in this 
textt and analytically in an accompanying paper by Smart et ai [5]. The results of applying the 
FFTT to the correiogram to obtain a power spectrum is not exact and can be subject to errors, due 
inn part to the finite length of the correiogram. This concern with the FFT and our approach for 
mitigatingg this concern is discussed below and is addressed in more detail in Ref. [5] and its 
referencess therein. 

Thee principle of surface-light-scattering technology is the non-invasive detection of interference 
patternss caused by ubiquitous, small-amplitude surface waves that scatter an incoming laser 
beam.. The process can be thought of as the scattering of photons by quantized surface waves 
calledd ripplons. The three-dimensional solid-state analog is the scattering of photons from 
phonons.. The ripplon properties of wavelength and band shape can be established and related to 
surfacee tension, surface visco-elastic response, bulk viscosities, and densities, characteristics that 
actt on the ripplons as the surface restoring forces and damping mechanisms. 

Surfacee tension is an elusive phenomenon that controls many individual processes and everyday 
phenomena.. For single-component simple fluids, it is the two-dimensional analog of pressure, 
andd it acts to maintain the smallest possible surface area. When other components contribute to 
ann interfacial film of monomolecular thickness, the surface tension must be generalized to the 
surfacee tension tensor [6]. Surface-light-scattering spectroscopy reports the dynamics that can be 
analyzedd in terms of this more general surface property [6]. This paper will deal analytically 
withh both simple and complex interfaces; the generalization to complex interfaces has been 
writtenn about by several authors [43], [6], [49], [51], [50]. While the stream and potential 
functionn approach was first used in Ref. [50] for driven waves, it has now been analytically 
generalizedd for complex interfaces discussed and outlined herein and in more detail by Mann 
etet ai in Ref. [6] (see Appendix II-D on the accompanying CD ROM for the full derivation). 

SLSS-2.. Uses for Surface Light Scattering Spectroscopy 

Whilee NASA's interest in funding this development through its Advanced Technology 
Developmentt program is to support possible space experiments, such as, critical point studies, 
surfacee wetting, free-surface phenomena experiments, pool boiling experiments, surface tension 
inducedd instabilities experiments, and surface tension driven convection experiments, the 
Universityy of Amsterdam and Case Western Reserve University see this work leading to an 
instrumentt also capable of ascertaining fundamental fluid interface properties on earth. These 
includee the properties of simple fluids, fluid-fluid interfaces, and the forces acting between the 
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interfaces,, as in wetting films, namely, the Van der Waals forces and the fluctuation-induced 
criticall  Casimir forces. 

Surfacee properties affect cooking, cosmetics (improved formulation), tertiary oil recovery 
(200 to 30 % more oil can be pumped from the ground), detergents (better wetting of fibers), 
controlledd release and targeted drug delivery (for example, liposomes, that can determine what 
travelss through cellular surfaces), materials processing, such as steel making, and many other 
activities.. This instrument provides not only a non-invasive measurement of surface tension 
fromm which surface temperature can be extracted but also information about volume viscosity 
closee to the interface for simple liquids. 

SLSS-3.. Instrumentation 

Detectors s 

Lens s 

Detectors s 

Forr many years now surface light scattering has held the promise of being an easy way to non-
invasivelyy measure the surface tension and viscosity of a fluid-fluid interface (either liquid-
vaporr or liquid-liquid). When optical access to a fluid surface is available, this technique should 
bee both quick and easy and also free 
off  difficul t calibration protocols. Yet 
untill  recently a number of problems 
havee plagued the implementation of 
thiss technique. External vibrations 
havee been one of the major problems, 
sincee small vibrations have often 
causedd the scattered signal and 
gratingg spots coming from the fluid 
interfacee to move back and forth 
acrosss the face of the detector, an 
opticall  lever effect. The reflected or 
transmittedd laser beam has a Gaussian 
intensityy profile, so angular 
movementt of the reflected and 
scatteredd light causes the intensity 
beingg measured at the detector to 
change,, and this in turn shows up as 
thee addition of a low-frequency 
modulationn indistinguishable from the 
data.. At times, external vibrations 
cann cause the signal to be lost 
completely,, showing that no data is 
betterr than bad data for improving an 
instrumentt design. To address this 
problem,, some researchers have had 
entiree sections of the building housing 
theirr laboratories floated upon pylons 
sunkk into the earth; alternatively one 
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Fig.. II-1. Overcoming surface sloshing. Comparison of 
thee differences in beam spot stability at the detector for a 
reflectedd laser beam propagating from the fluid interface 
off  (a) a flat dish and of (b) a cylindrical cell. Our 
preferredd grating orientation in (b) is shown in the 
orientationn of the parallel elliptical spots before the 
cylindricall  lens that is shown before the detector. 
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cann use an active control table to help eliminate slosh or use an actively controlled mirror to 
controll  the reflected beam direction to eliminate this effect; these approaches come with 
considerablee cost or complexity. We report here a new remedy for vibration problems that 
addressess external vibration concerns. 

SLSS-3.11 Traditional Instrument Design and the Problem with External Vibrations 

Too help explain the problem, before presenting a solution, we introduce a typical surface light 
scatteringg instrument setup. This is shown in Fig. II-1 (a). We choose to image a phase grating 
(amplitudee gratings also work) onto the liquid interface to pick out a narrow range of 
wavelengthss on the fluid surface for detection. Note that the same information can be obtained 
byy either using a lens to project through the interface or by reflecting from the interface, where 
bothh approaches deliver an optical Fourier transform of the grating at the detector. Our design 
hass an f-number that is relatively forgiving to changes in the interface height that result from 
evaporation,, ocean wave studies, etc. Moreover, an instrument function can be derived that 
simplyy requires knowledge of the grating constant, the beam diameter (its shape at the interface) 
andd the magnification of the optical system [see Eq. (II. 1), below]. 

Thee operation of the surface-light-scattering spectrometer can be understood by recognizing that 
thee surface fluctuations behave much like a weak phase grating. Since a fluid has a temperature 
abovee absolute zero, thermal fluctuations generate an ensemble of capillary waves (ripplons) that 
doo or do not propagate on the interface and damp out in space and time. It has been shown that 
alll  wavelengths exist at the fluid interface down to molecular scales, where these later 
wavelengthss have been detected using X-ray reflectometry. The ripple field modulates the image 
off  the grating so that only a narrow range of capillary wavelengths is detected at the first- (and 
higher-)) order spots. When the fluid surface does tip or slosh because of external vibrations the 
gratingg spot and the scattered light of the same wavelength move together. This ensures that, 
exceptt for the intensity modulation of the optical lever effect caused by external vibration, only a 
narroww range of wavelengths defined by the grating is detected. To optimize the homodyne gain 
providedd by the grating spot without exceeding the dynamic range of the detectors, we used a set 
off  low-efficiency holographic phase-gratings that were fabricated for us by L. Lading's group 
whilee he was at the Riso National Laboratory in Denmark. To limit the amount of noise at the 
detector,, a small-diameter (as large as 3 mm) detector is used to collect the light scattered by the 
wavelengthss that match the grating wavelength (and spot size). Because the zero- and first-order 
spotss from the grating, typically 250 - 1500 cm"1 (we often magnify the later to bring it down to 
5000 cm"1) are so close together, a second lens system is used to separate these beams. It is 
importantt that the detector capture the entire first-order spot in the direction perpendicular to the 
gratingg lines. Our instrument function assumes this intensity to be Gaussian, which it is in our 
design. . 

Withh a small-diameter container, the surface tipping and sloshing that comes from external 
vibrationss is significantly reduced; or when appropriate wetting conditions exist the liquid may 
bee spread as a thin film (approximately a mm thickness range) on a substrate such as glass. 
However,, when the container diameter is reduced, the surface tension that we are trying to 
measuree causes the fluid to form a meniscus that turns the surface into something like a spherical 
mirror.. This changes the parallel spacing between the grating lines that are being imaged onto 
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thee interface in a way that is functionally akin to a Mercator projection of the earth, where the 
Earth'ss Polar Regions are stretched on a flat map. This would give us a large spread in 
wavelengthh resolution (the range of q values). We now discuss the optical approach devised by 
Meyerr to address this concern. 

SLSS-3.22 New Instrument Design to Mitigate External Vibration Problems 

Onee instrument design uses a cylindrical cell and cross correlation to suppress unwanted low-
frequencyy contributions introduced into the signal by external vibrations. This design permits 
thee use a much-smaller diameter container. An approximately 25-mm-diameter cylindrical cell 
(withh an optically uniform and thin wall) minimizes the meniscus-induced curvature in one 
dimension.. By aligning the projected fringes perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder, we simply 
elongatee the grating lines without changing their parallelism. This optical effect is shown in the 
bottomm of Fig. II-1 (b). This also ensures that the spacing between the image lines does not 
changee as a function of scattering angle, which is not a concern when a backscatter or forward-
scatterr (i.e. - transmission) mode is used. If the grating spots at the detector have been elongated 
intoo lines by the equivalent astigmatism of the curved surface, they can be refocused to points at 
thee detector with a cylindrical lens, thus recovering much of the power density. Using a 
cylindricall  cell (or equivalent pinning edge) addresses the problem of surface sloshing in one 
dimensionn normal to the cylinder axis. Even though the cylindrical geometry by itself reduces 
sloshh both around and along the cylindrical axis, the addition of cross correlation can be used to 
addresss any residual surface sloshing problems along the axis of the cylinder. 

Wee have tried two cross correlation approaches for addressing the surface tipping (sloshing) 
problemm along the axis of the cylindrical sample cell (Fig. II-2). With a different size pinhole in 
frontt of each detector, one can cross-correlate either the +1 and -1 first-order grating spots or 
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Fig.. II-2. Drawings intended to aid in the visualization of how cross correlation is used to suppress 
thee affects of a moving laser beam with a Gaussian beam profile. Beam movement would introduce 
ann intensity fluctuation at the detector. 
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onee can beam split one of the first-order spots and cross-correlate its two images. For either 
cross-correlationn approach to be effective, a different size pinhole (< 3 and 3 mm in diameter for 
ourr detector distances) is placed in front of each detector. Cross correlation only exploits the 
signalss that are common to both inputs and this is used to advantage. When the +1 and -1 
first-orderr grating spots are cross correlated, while the grating spot being observed by the 
detectorr with the big pinhole is moving off of the detection area of this detector, the other 
detectorr with the smaller pinhole has already completely masked this grating spot. This also 
occurss when only one of the first-order spots and a beam splitting cube are used. When a 
beam-splittingg cube is used and the detector with the small pinhole is in play, as the Gaussian 
intensityy profile of the reflected and scattered beam starts to move off the small pinhole, the 
detectedd grating spot at the other pinhole moves in the opposite direction. We have verified both 
crosss correlation approaches empirically. By combining the use of a cylindrical cell and cross 
correlation,, we have been able to mitigate the presence of spurious low-frequency information in 
thee data where it would otherwise distort the correlogram and its associated power spectrum. In 
ourr experience, simply using the cross-correlation technique with a large container (without the 
advantagee of a cylindrical cell), does not allow the grating spots to remain positioned on the 
detectorss long enough to acquire a good signal in a reasonable amount of time (seconds to 
minutes).. The combination of these two instrument design features allows a good signal to be 
acquiredd in a short time, even when external vibrations are present. For samples that do not have 
aa low viscosity by nature, the technique of using a cylindrical cell, an appropriately oriented 
grating,, and autocorrelation will often suffice. This implies that along with grating orientation 
littl ee more than the bottom half of the cylinder or an equivalently shaped pinning edge may be all 
thatt is actually required to address surface sloshing problems in many experiments. 

Notee that when correlating, one must be sure that a significant temperature gradient does not 
existt perpendicular to the grating lines that are being projected onto the surface. This is because 
inn this case ripplons traveling to the right and those traveling to the left for underdamped fluids 
cann lead to a power spectrum composed of two shifted Lorentzians (those of both the measured 
positivee and "negative" frequencies) that do not perfectly overlap. 

SLSS-4.. Analysis and Experimental Results 

SLSS-4.11 Instrument Function Advances 

Inn addition to the problems with external vibrations, instrument function effects have limited the 
widespreadd use of surface-light-scattering hardware. One must trade-off between a relatively 
largee laser beam power and large spot size at the fluid interface, which requires no instrument 
functionn correction, and a good signal-to-noise ratio in the correlogram. A large spot size 
diminishess the modulation depth in the correlation function, as a result of adding more signals 
thatt are not in phase (the central limit theorem). By providing an analytical formula, based on 
firstt principles, for the instrument function we can use a reasonable spot size and laser power 
(~~ 1 mm, lOOmW) while still acquiring clean data in seconds to minutes. This instrument 
functionn provides accurate results and is derived from a Fourier optics analysis based on the 
paperr of Lading, Mann and Edwards [44], [45], [47]. Its only approximating assumptions are 
thatt the beam profile is Gaussian and that the optical system is paraxial, which are the case 
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experimentally.. When a collimated Gaussian laser beam is sent through a grating and projected 
ontoo a fluid interface, the size of the resulting spot size at the fluid interface is connected with the 
angularr resolution of the waves propagating through the grating. A small spot size (like the 
approximatelyy mm one we often use) leads to a spread in detected q values. To understand this, 
imaginee seeing the resulting beats when sliding two identical parallel-ruled moiré patterns over 
eachh other when their lines are parallel. Then repeat the experiment while rotating one of the 
moiréé patterns through a small range of angles. Viewing this through a small hole (like that 
providedd by hole-punched paper) placed on top of the patterns and then repeating the experiment 
withoutt the hole present is like watching a changing grating image spot size being imposed on 
thee moving ripplons; in this way, it is possible to see the spread in q values or, equivalently, the 
changee in angular resolution allowed to reach the detector. When this spread in capillary 
wavelengthh is present it is possible to model it by Fourier analysis. This spread in detected 
ripplonripplon wavelengths at the detector can and must be corrected by applying an instrument 
function.. The imaging system we advocate provides an instrument function that is simple to 
analyze.. When the grating is placed before the surface (which is preferred since a sloshing 
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surfacee no longer passes the probe light through the grating at different angles, effectively 
changingg its line spacing), essentially all of the important instrument function effects take place 
att and before the fluid interface. The significance of the instrument function can be gauged by a 
dimensionlesss parameter, referred to as N, which equals the grating constant times the beam 
diameterr at the grating and is a measure of the number of grating lines projected onto the 
surfacee [43]. This is equivalent to measuring N at the fluid interface after magnifying the beam 
diameterr (which demagnifies the grating constant by an equal amount). The Fourier analysis 
publishedd in several papers [44], [45], and [47] traces the effects on the laser beam as it passes 
throughh the grating, lenses, interface and finally reaches the detector. See Figs. IT3 and II-4 for 
aa schematic of the general optical design. Please note that a total internal reflection version of 
thee instrument shown in Fig. 11-4 was needed to acquire the thin-film data presented in Fig. 11-24 
below.. This design was used to avoid reflux problems at the upper glass interface and it also 
providedd a much stronger signal at the detectors (~ 25 times stronger than for the reflection 
mode),, which for many applications provided the possibility of shortening the data acquisition 
timess from minutes to seconds. 
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Thiss leads to an instrument function equation like that obtained by Edwards et al. [43], Lading 
etet al. [44], Mann [47], and Meyer et al. [45], which has the form of R, = f F2 R(q,r) dq. The 

beamm is Gaussian so that when Ad is sufficiently large the integral can be taken to infinite limits 
withoutt an appreciable loss in accuracy, if the beam is not sloshing on and off the detector(s). 
Wee show the application of this instrument function in the backscatter and transmission modes in 
ourr Applied Optics paper [47]; these equations can be extended to allow for the rotation of the 
gratingg by an angle <f> v, where é is 90 ° in the instrument setups shown in Figs. II-3 and II-4. 
Thee traditional kernel of the instrument function given by Edwards et al. is [43]: 

F2=ö2exp p ~gjfcg g ** SS-\{K,-qJ -\{K,-qJ exp p gM'ig gM'ig M' M' (II .. 1) 

wheree F is the kernel of the surface light scattering instrument function, Q is an instrument 
scalingg factor that includes factors such as the quantum efficiency of the detector (Q can be set 
equall  to 1 for our purposes), qsx is the surface wave number in the x direction always taken in the 
planee of the interface perpendicular to the grating lines, qsy is the surface wave number in the y 
directionn taken in the plane of the interface parallel to the grating lines, sx

2 = Cos2 0X, where ex 

iss the cosine of the angle between the surface normal and the incoming laser beam for a flat 
interfacee (experimentally, it also accounts the ellipticity of the beam spot at the interface, which 
cann be affected by surface curvature which elongates the grating lines when using geometries 
likee Fig. II-3), ogMag is the magnified beam width just before the surface, normal to the 
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magnifiedd beam propagation direction, and Ks is the wave number of the grating in the plane of 
thee fluid interface. We rewrite the Edwards' instrument function, Eq. (II. 1), in a form that will 
laterr allow easy comparison with the enhanced instrument function: 

F22 = Q2 exp 'gMag 'gMag [(q[(qaa-K-Kss))
22+(e+(exxqj qj (II.2) ) 

Afterr about 80 pages of algebra (included as Appendix II-A on the accompanying CD ROM), 
W.. Meyer (with assistance from J. Lock) produced an enhanced instrument function, which 
handless both the traditional grating orientation and the rotated grating used with the cylindrical 
celll  design for working correctly with scattering angles other than backscatter and forward 
scatterr angles. Please note that for backscatter and forward scatter angles the grating orientation 
providess the same results when a flat interface is being measured; this is a result of the grating 
spott being circular, rather than elliptical. When the interface is not flat, than an additional 
distortionn arises (see Edwards et al. [43]), which is relatively easy to correct for when using a 
cylindricall  cell and a grating line orientation perpendicular to the cylindrical cell axis so that the 
gratingg constant remains unchanged, but elongated. For a grating oriented with its lines parallel 
too the cylindrical cell axis (which is not what we are advocating here) the periodicity of the 
gratingg can be distorted by a cylindrically curved interface. Our preferred grating orientation has 
obviousobvious advantages over a traditional cell, since the traditional round dish with its potentially 
sphericallyy curved interface produces a spread of k values at that interface. The use of adaptive 
opticss may provide the ultimate "simple" solution by allowing the image of the grating to be 
preconditionedd in such a way that parallel grating lines result on any stable surface, allowing the 
surfacee properties of fluid drops (even levitated molten metal drops) to be measured. When 
simplyy imaging a grating onto an interface, only the positive q grating orientation is used in the 
dataa analysis program (about seven megabytes of Mathematica® source code written by 
W.. Meyer) that was developed for this work and included as Appendix II-F on the accompanying 
CDD ROM. Also note that for the coordinate system orientation used in the data analysis 
program,, we have changed the sign on the ";, Ksy" term given in the final result of the 
instrumentt function derivation to match the coordinate systems of the surface response function 
andd instrument function. This change of sign in the instrument function simply interchanges the 
first-orderr grating spots so that the positive q values are used for both the surface response 
functionn and the instrument function. This selects the correct direction of the propagating 
capillaryy wave (the negative q values provide zero signal for the present surface response 
functionn coordinate system) since only the appropriate first-order spot (+ q) acts as a local 
oscillatorr for the surface response function spot that we are correlating. When the y-axis grating 
orientationn term is included (represented by the Ksy term in Eq. (II.3)), an enhanced instrument 
functionn is written as: 

F22 =Q2 exp 

++ exp 

gMag gMag 

a a gMag gMag 

(II.3) ) 
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Eq.. (II.3) includes a term for the -1 spot from the phase-grating and for the +1 spot from the 
physicall  phase-grating. We rotate the coordinate system for the instrument function to match our 
algorithmss (which use the +1 spot from the phase-grating) and obtain: 

F22 =Ö2 exp qaqa-e,Kj-e,Kj++((gxqvgxqv-<:Kj) -<:Kj) (II.4) ) 

Forr the surface light scattering instruments shown in Figs. II-3 and II-4, the grating for the 
enhancedd version of the instrument function is either orientated along the x-axis or the y-axis, 
whichh turns Ks in Eqs. (II. 1) and (II.2) into either Ksx or Kn.. In this case the grating is rotated 

soo that its orientation is either perpendicular to or parallel to the scattering plane, where Ksx is 

sett to equal the grating constant at the surface then Ksy is equal to zero, and vice-a-versa. The sK 

termm in exKsx, in Eq. (II.3) above, disappears when we define Ks to be the projection of Ksx in 

thee interface (<r( Ksx = Ks and Ksr - Ks). This accounts for the remaining difference in the two 

instrumentt function formulations when we include the rotated grating orientation term /. K ,. 

Thee sx in the equations accounts for the ellipticity of the grating spot at the fluid interface; this 

impactss the value of Ksx detected at the interface by changing the spacing between the grating 
liness when the grating lines are oriented perpendicular to the scattering plane; this spacing 
betweenn the grating lines is not changed at the interface when the grating lines are oriented 
parallell  to the scattering plane, hence the projection of qsy does not change with angle. We note 

thatt a - gMas represents the major axis of the elongated ellipse projected onto the fluid 

interfacee when the laser beam illuminates the fluid interface at an angle. Ksx is changed to a 
smallerr value at the fluid interface by a factor of ex when projected onto the surface at an angle. 
aann , the minor axis of the elongated ellipse projected onto the fluid interface, and qn. are not 
affectedd by the scattering angle. For actually implementing the enhanced surface light scattering 
instrumentt function, it is simpler to define $ as the angle of orientation of the grating, which 

accountss for the angle between the direction of the grating lines and the scattering plane of the 
incomingg and detected light. We can then write the enhanced kernel of the instrument function 
as: : 

F2=02exp p gMag gMag (<?,,, - K, \Cos[^})2 + (sxf (q„-K s \sin[0gJ) (115) ) 

Wee need to take the absolute value of the CasT̂  1 and 5//?[̂  1 terms to ensure that the correct 

first-orderr instrument function grating spot is maintained, regardless of grating rotation direction, 
forr the direction of the surface wave we have selected to correlate at the fluid interface (for the 
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selectedd sign, i.e., direction, of qsx and qsy in Eq (II.4)). If we have the incorrect sign in the 
instrumentt function algorithm, we will not have a local oscillator to beat the scattered signal 
against,, since ripplon waves traveling in one direction show up at one first-order grating spot and 
thee ripplon waves traveling in the opposite direction show up at the other first-order grating spot. 

Noww we discuss the application of the instrument function to the surface response function. In 
thee correlation data analysis program and in Appendix II-F (of the accompanying CD ROM) of 
thiss work, the application of the instrument function to both the correlation function and power 
spectrumm is worked out and also applied to underdamped (propagating), critically damped, and 
overdampedd systems (e.g., using models like the damped cosine for an underdamped system). 

Notee that for the backscatter data shown in Tables II-1 and II-2, K.=K,IM and o\. = M a, 
wheree M is a magnification factor that may include misfocusing effects, and that for our grating 
orientationn N = Kg crg = Ky as. Note that when JV is independent of M , this allows the beam 
profilee data collected close to the grating,g , to be used for estimating N with the cell in place. 
Howeverr the magnification M must be determined since K, determines the ripplon wave 
numberss detected by the optical system. Additionally, when the grating lines are oriented 
perpendicularr to the axis of the cylindrical sample cell, the angle of scattering and surface 
curvaturee changes resulting from surface tension changes with temperature (which can fit by 
floatingg the o ellipticity parameter, sx, during data analysis) can affect the relationship for N 
betweenn aR and <j?. One of the advantages of using a cylindrical cell is that it does not change 
thee parallel line spacing of the grating with changing surface tension, but elongates the grating 
liness and simply impacts the ellipticity of a. Formula (II.5), like the Edwards' instrument 
functionn was derived for light reflecting from the top of the interface. When entering the sample 
celll  from below, as we will choose to do with the water-pentane data (see Fig. II-4), the 
additionall  lensing effects of using a cylindrical sample cell can have an impact on the grating 
linee spacing (with our grating orientation), and the index of refraction of the curved interface will 
significantlyy impact the value one back-calculates or measures for the length of the grating lines, 
i.e.,i.e., a in the y-direction. This lensing effect can be mitigated by putting flat windows in the 
cylindricall  sample cell, but the change of index encountered when entering the sample cell will 
stilll  effectively move the liquid surface closer to the Fourier transform lens, thus changing a in 
bothh dimensions, if this is not compensated for by changing the optical path length. Should a 
non-cylindricall  sample cell without a pinning edge or a levitated drop require a surface light 
scatteringg examination, adaptive optics could be used to image parallel grating lines onto the 
surface.. Moreover, surface anisotropic behavior can be detected and measured by rotating the 
grating. . 

Thee instrument function is obtained after integration of the square of the field over the face of the 
detector.. Since the Gaussian beam intensity can be ignored beyond the area of the detector, the 
limitss of the integral can be extended over the entire plane. The result and the integral to be 
approximatedd in the time domain is 
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(II.6) ) 

R.(KR.(Kss,, r ) = (1 /2) J"  f K.. [q, r ] F2 [qsx -Ks, qiy] dqsx dqsv 

whenn the grating lines are oriented perpendicular to the plane 

containingg the incident and scattered light, and 

^(^,r)) = (l/2) J_xx j;xRf [^r ] F2 [ ^ , ^ v - ^ ] ^ „  dqsv 

whenn the grating lines are oriented parallel to the plane 

containingg the incident and scattered light; 

andd in the frequency domain this becomes a power spectrum that can be obtained by a Fourier 
transformm on r : 

P,(KP,(Kss,co),co) = (\/2) f;jy^[q,co] ¥2[qsx-Ks,qsv]dqsx dqsv 

whenn the grating lines are oriented perpendicular to the plane 

containingg the incident and scattered light, and 

P,{KP,{Kss,, at) - (1/2) £ jyc [q,co] F2 [qa, qv-K,]dqa dqsr 

whenn the grating lines are oriented parallel to the plane 

containingg the incident and scattered light, 

(II.7) ) 

wheree F2 is the instrument function kernel given above, which is the same in both cases. From 
thee definition of the dimensionless variable N, it is then clear that when N is sufficiently large, 
thee kernel behaves as a delta-function and the undistorted correlation function and power 
spectrumm are recovered. In practice this is reached when N > -50. This corresponds to more 
thann 50 grating lines focused on the interface inside the footprint of the laser beam. Practical 
spectrometerss often work at 30 > N > 200 so as to yield a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio in the 
correlogram.. The correlation function for thermal fluctuations in surface elevation is required to 
completee Eqs. (II.6) and (II.7). The response function formalism [6, 44, 49, 51] (discussed 
below)) provides an expression for the power spectrum that is not directly applicable in the time 
domainn of the correlation function, whereas the early formulation of Mann [51] provides a 
generall  dispersion equation for determining the center frequency (coq) and decay coefficient (rq), 
assumingg a Lorentzian spectrum. Langevin [49] clearly points out the limits of this 

approximationn through the use of a type of capillary number, Y=l / l2N cJ , where 

YY = ((oG/T0) and Nca is the capillary number, with Nca = 
I „ II / n + n 

uu b J 

velocities.. Here To and a are defined in terms of the properties of each liquid phase as 

whichh is a ratio of 

r 0 == 2q2[  J] + ï]\\p + p\ and co^yq^qyi pp + p 
b b 

wheree y is the interfacial 
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tension,, p, p, rj, and rj  are the density and viscosity numbers for the upper u and bottom b 
uu h u b 

phases.. If Y > 100, the ripplons are propagating and the spectrum of the fluctuations is nearly 
Lorentzian.. If Y < 0.01, the spectrum is again nearly Lorentzian, but the center frequency is 
zero,, and the ripplons are non-propagating. If Y - 1, the spectrum is no longer Lorentzian (but is 
propagating),, and the spectrum derived from the SRF must be used {e.g., Figs. 11-19 and 11-20). 
Inn this work we will analyze data from simple fluids. For simple fluids such as acetone 
(YY = 826) and water (Y = 349) the deviation from the Lorentzian spectrum is small. For ethanol 
(YY = 61.3) this might no longer be true. And for the water/glycerol mixtures that we discuss 
later,, we will control the Y value by adjusting the concentration or temperature. 

Itt is now practical to use the full spectrum function to fit data, which automatically takes into 
accountt deviation from a Lorentzian response. However, to provide a much more concise fitting 
functionn when presenting the implementation of the instrument function, the case for large Y is 
discussedd next using a Lorentzian model. This also provides a pedagogical tool that makes 
contactt with what has been done in the past. Assuming a sufficiently large Y, the autocorrelation 
functionn is to a reasonable approximation 

== k, T e x p ( _ r r ) c o s( % r ) , ( I L 8 ) 

yy q + g Ap x ' \ i / 

wheree ke is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, g the acceleration due to gravity, and Ap 
thee density jump across the interface. The two parameters sought from the correlograms, Tq and 
coco , are solutions of the dispersion equation that has the form 

b\r,o),q,p,p,j],b\r,o),q,p,p,j], Tj,r) = 0, (II.9) 
VV  u h ii  h J 

wheree D is the eigenvalue matrix, giving the complex eigenvalues of the problem. For more 
complicatedd interfaces other parameters are required. See Refs. [6, 43, 49, 51], and [50] for 
additionall  details and references to the original papers. The simple equation often used for 
fittingg data in the time domain is for the Lorentzian model, therefore (using the case where the 
gratingg lines are oriented perpendicular to the plane containing the incident and scattered light) 

R,(KR,(Kss,, r) =  ƒ }  f ^ A exp(- ^ r) cos(a>, r) F2 (qa -Ks,qsy) dq„ dqsy . (II. 10) 
-- x - x ' "  o r 

However,, this example equation is rather awkward to use in fitting as it stands, so a 
transformationn was devised that provides an efficient algorithm without a significant loss of 
accuracy. . 

First,, numerical experiments showed that for the beam diameters on the order of 2 mm, ignoring 
thee integration over qsv when using a backscatter or transmission mode did not degrade the 

accuracyy of the fit. Second, an assumption was made as to the q dependence of o) and f̂ . 
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Often,, the Kelvin equation is a reasonable approximation so the conjecture is that if one uses the 
Lorentziann function and the dispersion equation for underdamped systems 

rr  K2 \KS 
P+P P+P 
uu b 

(O(Ok k and d (11.11) ) 

rr  *r \ ^- (11-12) ) 

cann be used to rewrite Eq. (11.10) in a form that can be numerically integrated using standard 
quadraturee formulas. The first approximation, Eq. (11.11), is often quite good, with an error 
betweenn 1 % and 5 %, and our fitting routines are designed to use qSY, when requested; but this 

increasess the computational overhead by one-dimension when both x and y are used in the 
Gauss-Hermitee quadrature (GHQ) expansions. This additional computational overhead of 
calculatingg both x and y may be needed when scattering at an angle that produces an elliptical 
spott for the grating image at the interface. The second approximation, Eq. (II. 12), is not so good, 
butt if these functions are used only in the instrument function the q dependence is captured with 
gratifyingg accuracy; that is, when coK and TK computed with formula (11.13), and values for 

p,p, p, and rj  are input into the full dispersion equation(s), good estimates of / and r\ result as 
uu b u b 

longg as the capillary number, Nca, is sufficiently small. With modern desktop computers, 
computationall  speed is not as much of an issue, so the general SRF should be used for even 
extremee values of the capillary number. Nevertheless, the Lorentzian model is provided as a 
simplee example for the processing algorithm. 

Afterr a change of integration variables, the fitting function, Eq. (11.10) becomes 
RR!!(A,B,N,Y(A,B,N,YKK,O),O)KK,T) ,T) 

==  A 

exp p 
exp(-x22 j 

r « l ' - « « 
cos s 

11 I +a 
N N 

1 - ^ ^ 
AT T 

3/22 A 

++  B dxdx. . 
(11.13) ) 

Here,, a = g&P g&P ,, which does depend on the interfacial tension and represents the gravity 
y(Ky(KggIM) IM) 

contributionn to the ripplon spectrum. With few exceptions, this term is small enough that an 
estimatee of this number is quite satisfactory and so it may be kept fixed in the fitting algorithm. 
Additionall  fitting cycles using refined values of y provide negligible change. 

Mannn pointed out that the above integral Eq. (11.13) containing an instrument function may be 
approximatedd by GHQ, as shown in Eq. (11.14). 
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^exp(-ir)^exp(-ir) f{u)du=Yéa)i
i" )f(it i

[" )) + R„  (11.14) 

Thee use of GHQ is described by W. H. Press et al. [52] . See also Ref. [53]. 

Wee use an odd number of terms in our Gauss-Hermite polynomial (that is. n is chosen to be an 

oddd integer) to have the u; =0 term in Eq. (11.10). An interpretation of this formula is that of a 
weightedd sum of the correlation function at different values of q. The weights and zeros were 
initiallyy generated with 24 places of precision, up through n = 19, and tested in our surface light 
scatteringg data analysis program written in Mathematica (which is capable of carrying any 
requestedd precision). Littl e benefit seems evident from carrying more than n - 11 terms in the 
expansion;; for example, when n = 13 the Mann and Meunier surface tension and viscosity values 
changee in the fourth decimal place and the precision limit of the Yaws standards tables [54] for 
surfacee tension only given to two decimal places (with the other values given for viscosity, 
density,, and vapor pressure are only given to three or four decimal places). This may lead one to 
wonderr why we have shown the extended precision we have in Tables II-1 and II-2 below. This 
iss to allow comparison of the Mann and Meunier SRFs when applied to experimental data while 
usingg an instrument function; this yields results that are numerically identical to at least five 
decimall  places in the tables and which match to the epsilon of the computers utilized. When 
comparingg the Mann and Meunier SRFs computationally they are identical to the precision of the 
computer.. One might also be tempted to judge the quality of the Fourier transform, which is 
good;; but this is better-done using synthetic data [5] and comparing center frequencies and 
linewidths,, rather than results obtained after applying a dispersion equation or SRF. 

**  Note that formula 4.5.9 in Ref. 52. W. H. Press, S. A. Teukolsky, W. T. Vetterling, and B. P. 
Flannery,, Numerical Recipes in C, The Art of Scientific Computing. 1999, Cambridge, 
Unitedd Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, for determining the weights to,1"1 is 
missingg a factor of 2 in the numerator. This can be confirmed by 

comparingg [expf- j r] .v2 dx = ; r ' : 12 to ^ co\"\f(u]"'); other even powers of u in 

f(x)) = xu will also show this. Moreover. nx ~ = ^ of/'1 to 13 significant figures. 

11 Note that other literature values for acetone indicate that the correction shown below is needed 
forr the exponent for the Yaws acetone surface tension extrapolation formula in Ref 54. 
C.. L. Yaws, in Handbook of Viscosity. 1997, Gulf Publishing Company: Houston, TX.: 

surfaceTensionLitValuee - surfaceTensionAtRerTempInKelvin 

[[  criticalTemplnKelvin - templnKelvin 
^^ criticalTemplnKelvin - refTemplnKelvin 
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Correlogramss for water, T = 20 °C, 
withh different N values illustrate the effect 

off  the instrument function. Most spectrometers operate 
betweenn N = 20 and N = 30. For some experiments N 
downn to -10 allows the spot size imaged on the surface 
too be smaller than 1 mm. 

Fig.. II-5 shows the effect of the 
instrumentt function for water, 
YY = 349. The GHQ algorithm fails at 
NN = 5, but is satisfactory for N > 10 
andd very good for N > 20. Eq. (II.9) 
writtenn as a GHQ was used to fit 
experimentall  data collected on several 
standardd liquids, water, acetone, 
toluene,, and ethanol. The scattered 
lightt was colleted using Hamamatsu 
S30722 PIN silicon photodiodes 
mountedd to Analogue Modules Model 
341-4INV,, 10 pf preamplifiers that 
weree electrically isolated (using nylon 
screwss and washers). These 

preamplifierss were cabled to EG&G 
51133 preamplifiers, which provided ac 
couplingg and optional band-pass 
filteringfiltering (often set to -12 dB at 300 Hz 
orr lower with underdamped fluids). 
Thee conventional maximum likelihood 
algorithmm was implemented in 
Mathematica.Mathematica. The data taken at the 
Universityy of Amsterdam were 
collectedd using a Brookhaven 9000AT 
correlatorr with a piggyback analog 
inputt card. At NASA Glenn Research 
Centerr we use both the Brookhaven 
Instrumentss correlator card and an 
analogg input digital correlator from 
Correlator.com.. Scripts were used to 
alloww the collection of multiple 
correlogramss while the temperature 
wass controlled to considerably better 
thann millidegrees Kelvin. Care was 
takenn to keep the optical alignment 
constantt during the collection of 
replicatee correlograms. The doubled 
Nd:YAGG laser (Coherent/Adlus Model 
DPYY 315M) was reasonably well 

stabilizedd so that the statistics of the data collection would be time stationary. We note that the 
correlatorr by its nature generates a sample of R: that is a random variable of variance 

/(/?,.. -(•#,)) / where the average is \R,)- It was straightforward to estimate these numbers as a 

functionn of lag-time T. Fig. II-6 shows the result of this estimation using 119 replications on 
toluene.. The fit is good enough to demonstrate that each channel of the Brookhaven correlator is 
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Fig.. II-7. Experimental PDF computed from replications of the 
correlogramm for toluene. Three PDF estimations were made: The 
residualss for the first three maxima beyond ./?,(0), the first three 

minima,, and three lag-times where Rt was close to zero. 

deliveringg a Gaussian-random sample of the actual correlation function. However, there are still 
hintss of a low-level systematic noise contribution in the data. Fig. II-7 shows the probability 
distributionn function data for three features in a typical correlogram: at the maxima, the minima, 
andd at the zero-crossing. 

Itt is evident from this data that the distribution function changes some with lag time and that this 
dataa set confirms the Gaussian character of the distribution function, but there still is a bit of 
uncontrolledd error in the data since each data set should go through 0.5 for 0 residual. 

Thee fitting algorithm is based on the maximum likelihood of Gaussian distributed channel 
uncertainty: : 

MinimizeMinimize \ £ A„ [/?,. (»)-/?,(/(, B, N, T, &>, r„)]' (11.15) ) 

wheree the weight factor A n = l / cr„  requires the variance a' (*«-W): : forr the ntf 

channel.. R. V. Edwards [55] derived a formula for the variance in the data. This is what we 
havee used for the weight factor that is plotted along with a correlogram in Fig. II-8. Edwards [5, 
31]] recently extended this weighting function (which previously applied just the diagonal of the 
covariancee matrix) so that his weighting function is now based on the more general inversion of 
thee covariance matrix. Experimentally, we estimated <Jn' directly from the set of correlograms 

forr toluene, and the variance is plotted against channel number in Fig. II-8 (b). The Edwards 
weightt factor is plotted for comparison. The comparison data was computed using part of a set 
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off APL programs written by R. V. Edwards and J. A. Mann, Jr. and these algorithms were 
implementedd and tested in Mathematica by W. V. Meyer. The correspondence is reasonably 
goodd considering the number of data sets and the small systematic background that had to be 
subtractedd from the experimental data. 

SLSS-4.22 Mann Surface Response Function for a single interface 

Thee theoretical background provided later for the Mann SRF is based on the ideas published by 
Mannn et al. in Ref. [6]. The full derivations for both the single interface Mann SRF and the 
asymmetricc thin film SRF are provided in Appendices II-C and II-D, with the resulting 
algorithmss and their applications included in this text. The analytical and computational results, 
too which we apply the instrument function using Mann's Gauss-Hermite quadrature suggestion 

outlinedd in Eq. (II.7), follows for the (£*  [O] £q [s])  surface response function matrix 
\u,b\u,b  II. h I 

componentt that we measured with our surface light scattering spectrometer (all matrix 
componentss and their derivation provided in Appendix II-C). The Mann surface response 
functionn for a simple fluid-fluid interface follows. Notice the symmetry between the numerator 
andd the denominator. The denominator differs from the main term in the numerator simply by an 
additionall factor of s (which equals iw) and by an additional - q'y term. So the Mann 
surfacee response function for a single interface that follows can be written in the form: 
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Fig.. II-8. (a) The Edwards weight factor A n = l I on used in the maximum likelihood fitting 

algorithmm is compared with the correlogram for water, (b) The channel variance computed from 

multiplee runs of correlograms compared to 1 / A „ as computed in a least-squares fitting program first 

writtenn by Edwards. The two curves were displaced slightly for this comparison. A small systematic 
variationn in the baseline was subtracted from the residuals before plotting. 
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// , r , ~ r A TermOlf-^- v + .v(Term02))+WTerm03) 
U;[0]$U;[0]$ qq[s])[s])  = A . ; J _ / , , ; / ^ , , : + ** which in full 
\„.b\„.b  u.h J TermOl {-q'\y +.?/,.) +5" {Term02)J+.r(Term03) 
formm is: 

powerSpectrumFitUsingMannSRFpowerSpectrumFitUsingMannSRF = P_ [q,co] = ( £ *  [O] £ \s] 
\ii.b\ii.b u.b 

powerSpectrpowerSpectr am Amplitude kB temperature] 

== I — I Re 
71 71 

q'q' r 

-- q~ (Ke + s Kv) - s\ m rj + m rj + \q\\ rj  + rj 

f f 

q~q~ yv + s 
mm p m p 
bb L a 

++  —r 

^ ^ 

q'q' -\q\ m q' — \q\ m 
11 ' h "  J 

++  s\ \q\\ -mtj + mij\-q'\ -77 + 77 
hh "  ,i 

( ( 
22 -77 + 77 \ + s 

VV v 

pp p 

q~q~ —\q\ m q" — \q\ m 
bb u JJ 

-- q2 (Ke + s Kv) - s\ m ï]  + m rj  + \q\ 77 + 77 
\ h bb "  u \b „ 

qq22 [j  +s /r) + s2 
mm p m p f f 

++ s' \ \q\\ -m rj  + m r\ - q~ \ - rj  + rj 

q'q' -\q\ m q" -\q\ m 
VV n 11 J J 

w w pp p 
ff  f 

22 - Ij  +7]  \ + s 
VV h „J  q" —\q\ m q" - \q\ m 

\\ h "  JJ 

++ powerSpectrumBaselineOffset 

Wee define the function for the positive real root as 

J J positiveRealRoott [z 
xx + x+ix+i  y ++ / Sign|>]J J xx + \x+ 1 y 

V2" " 
andd we use the following replacement rules {x -> Re[z], y —> Im[z]} 
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y -> 77 + 
P-PP-P g 

•+B. •+B. 

positiveRealRoot t 
ii  co p 

+ + mm —» positiveRealRoot 
// co p 

rr + -
n n 

(** Comment: For a monolayer free interface, we take the surface viscoelastic 

coefficientss to be zero. *) 

ss —M' CO, Be (* bending modulus *) —» 0, Bv (* bending viscosity *) —>  0, 

yyvv (* transverse surface viscosity *) —> 0, 

KKee(*-G(*-G + K, surface shear and dilational elastic modulus *) —>  0, 

KKvv (* = rj + £, surface shear and dilational viscosity modulus *) —» 0, 

qq —> surfaceWaveNumber\ 

pp —> densityUpperPhase, p —> densityBottomPhase, 
uu b 

Y]Y] —> viscosityUpperPhase, rj  —> viscosityBottomPhaseSought, 
uu b 

yy -> interfacialTemionSought, g -> gravitationalAcceleration, 

kkBB -  ̂ 1 (* Drop Boltzmann constant scalefactor. *), 

coco —> 2 n selectedFrequencyValuesForPowerSpectrumAxis 

Thee Mann and Meunier SRFs provide identical results, as confirmed with a point-by-point power 
spectrumm comparison over a wide range of temperatures. After applying our instrument 
function,, essentially identical results are again obtained. Any small differences are due to the 
discrete-gridd nature of the instrument function and the need to carry a lot more terms if additional 
accuracyy is desired. Although these two SRFs represent the same physics, they were derived 
usingg different analytical methods. These differences must be kept in mind when defining how 
thee gradients are to be determined in the NonlinearRegress fitting routine in Mathematica. 
Withoutt the gradient definition replacement rules we provide in Appendix II-B later in this work 
(alsoo found in Ref. [4] and on the accompanying CD ROM), the Mathematica NonlinearRegress 
routiness will simply not run with either SRF. 

SLSS-4.33 Using the Fast Fourier Transform to Obtain a Power Spectrum 

Forr surface light scattering, the application of a surface response function is desirable to optimize 
informationn recoverable from the measured data, and this function is known only in the 
frequencyy domain, since a branch-cut in the complex plane prevents Fourier transformation to a 
simplee function applicable in the time domain, as can be done with the Lorentzian spectrum 
function.. With this constraint, we need to know how many decay times are required in the 
correlationn data to obtain a good numerical Fourier transform for frequency domain analysis. 
Wee may examine estimates obtained in both the time and frequency domains from an analytic 
formm of the single exponential compared with a synthesized form, which includes channel-to-
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Fig.. II-9. An example of folding the correlation function about the 
baselinee before Fourier transforming to obtain the power spectrum. 
Thiss requires that the two redundant data points (overlapping end-
channelss from each half of the folded correlogram) be dropped 
whenn the original and folded correlation functions are merged. The 
figuree above shows how folding a correlogram with 11 data points 
(includingg the zero-channel) would provide 20 data points to 
Fourierr transform. Note that the zero-channel has a width of one-
halff of a correlation channel. 

channell correlations. This type of analysis gives a 'best-case' test of the Fourier transform 
processs by excluding uncontrolled variables encountered in real experiments, such as zero-
channell corruptions from dead-time, after-pulsing, noise, possible problems with high frequency 
aliasing,, and other potentially unknown empirical imperfections. With synthetic data, we can 
findfind the best accuracy of obtaining frequency data from correlation data acquired over different 
numberss of decay times. This is typically not possible with real experimental data, constrained 
byy the limitations of real analog or even digital correlators, for example, intentional or implicit 
low-passs filtering. 

Too obtain the power spectrum we first fold the correlation function (see Fig. II-9) before 
applyingg a prime-number-decomposition fast Fourier transform (see Fig. 11-10). This form of 
fastt Fourier transform (FFT) does not assume 2" data points, where n is an integer, and hence 
doess not require 'zero' padding, which may otherwise bias our analysis. Since an FFT assumes 
thatt the pattern being transformed covers all frequencies (infinite bandwidth) and that it is a 
patternn that repeats 'forever' we fold the data before transforming to avoid introducing a step that 
wouldd otherwise add spurious high frequency components to the power spectrum. Because we 
intendd to work with correlation functions that decay to what should be a flat baseline, this 
approachh avoids the need to apply a windowing function or roll-off filter to suppress the effects 
off the step, possibly biasing the results. It is well known that folding the correlation function 
requiress some care to ensure that the fold, particularly at the zero channel, does not introduce 
spuriouss phase effects. A value at zero delay time is necessary, which for real experiments can 
bee extrapolated with minimum impact. [Note that by subtracting an extrapolated ordinate value 
forr the zero-channel from the measured value for the zero-channel, we are able to directly 
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Fig.. 11-10. Wiener-Khintchine relationship showing the 
associationn between the detected signal, f(t); the correlation 
functionn C(x); and the power spectrum P(co). t indicates time, 
TT indicates collelation delay time, and co indicates freqeuncy. 
Thee operation indicated in the figure by the words "Squared 
Modulus"" consists of taking the Fourier transform of the 
signall times its complex conjugate to obtain the power 
spectrum. . 

measuree the noise in the experiment; and hence determine the signal-to-noise, which is the 
extrapolatedd zero-channel value (signal) divided by the noise.] To give an example regarding the 
foldingg of a correlogram we start, for example, with 257 data points, which include the 
zero-channel;; we will find 512 data points in the Fourier transform after folding, but half of these 
aree redundant (see Fig. II-9). The 512 points in the transform result from dropping the redundant 
dataa points from the unfolded and folded data sets before they are concatenated. Two simple 
criteriaa for successful folding are that the value and its gradient should both be continuous at the 
endss of the input data, and that establishing this condition should not introduce spurious phase 
effects. . 
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Fig.. 11-11. Estimate of linewidth in time and frequency domains from analysis of analytic data in the 
timee domain, • ; the frequency domain with unextended baseline, • ; and extended baseline, • ; and for 
synthesizedd data in the time domain, • ; the frequency domain with unextended baseline, O; and 
extendedd baseline, O. 

Simplyy folding a data set to Fourier transform it is not sufficient to guarantee an accurate result. 
Thee accuracy of the result can be significantly affected by the total length of the correlogram 
functionn in comparison to the decay time (line width) of that correlation function. Fig. 11-11 
showss the line-width in reciprocal time ticks estimated in each of the time and frequency 
domainss using increasing lengths of the correlogram from one decay time up to the eight decay 
timess available from the synthetic data [5]. Estimates are shown for the analytic data without 
correlatedd errors and the synthetic data generated as explained by Smart et al. in Ref. [5]. In the 
frequencyy domain where the data were folded directly with an unextended baseline before 
Fourierr transformation, large errors appear for the short segments of the correlogram. Errors are 
muchh reduced by extending the baseline (extrapolating it with an exponentially damped cosine 
algorithm)) to 597 points before folding. This extensions has a very small amplitude, but gets rid 
off the cusp that might otherwise be introduced at the fold. 
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Fig.. 11-12. Percentage errors in linewidth from fitting in the time domain for analytic, • ; and 
synthesized,, D data; and in the frequency domain for analytic, • ; and synthesized, D data with an 
extendedd baseline. The symbols for an unextended baseline have been omitted to allow reasonable 
scaling.. Synthesized data includes the additional effects of correlated channel-to-channel noise. 

Fig.. 11-12 shows the percentage errors in the estimated line-width, excluding the extreme errors 
fromm the unextended baseline set. We observe that without baseline extension the errors do not 
reducee to as little as 1 % until the correlogram extends for at least five times the decay time, and 
thereforee advise against this procedure unless the appropriate conditions are met. For the 
analyticc version in the time domain the errors are zero, but for the synthetic data set the values 
jumpp about until they converge to an error of about - 0.4 %, an error actually present in the data 
synthesizedd for a limited time. In the frequency domain the analytic version has a small residual 
errorr of about 0.01 %, which we believe is associated with residual imperfection in the extended 
baseline.. In the frequency domain, the synthetic data show larger errors initially, but then 
proceedd to an almost perfect estimate. This appears to be a subtle artifact of the baseline being 
extendedd on the basis of a priori  knowledge, and hence supplying spurious extra accuracy not 
presentt in the original data. 

Forr the synthesized data, where correlated channel-to-channel noise is present, there is likely to 
existt a small residual step where the data is spliced to an extrapolated baseline. Since this is 
typicallyy small compared with the cusp introduced at the fold point when the correlation function 
iss too short, it is still a useful procedure if we are constrained to fit our model in the frequency 
domain.. Only modest improvement is possible where data sets are already longer than six decay 
times.. The traditional wisdom of requiring only four times the decay time for the recorded 
correlogramm abscissa appears less than adequate where a model is to be fitted in the frequency 
domain,, unless care is taken to extend the data by analytic continuation before transformation. It 
iss better to record a correlogram at least eight times the decay time of the slowest process [5]. 
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Becausee we are working with experimental correlation functions (correlograms) which decay to 
ann essentially flat baseline or which can be extrapolated to an essentially flat baseline [5], this 
approachh rids us of the need to use a low-pass roll-off filter to get rid of the step affects (and 
applyingg such a filter can distort the data). However, bandpass filters often prove useful when 
onee wants to exclude noise, which has sources outside of the fluctuating interface. For example, 
couplingg of the 60 Hz (in North America, 50 Hz in Europe) electric main frequency and its 
harmonicss through the laser driver or detector circuit leads to a curved baseline in the 
correlogram.. This is not in the model and therefore difficult to handle without bandpass filters 
whenn one does not have the fortune to have battery powered equipment. When gentle roll-off 
filterfilter settings are used, our data analysis routines allow us to invert their affect, provided the 
filterfilter has not zeroed some of the data to be inverted. For the most part, with underdamped 
systems,, the judicious use of high-pass roll-off filters will not impact the data inversion, while 
flatteningg the correlation baseline. Fig. 11-13 shows the measured affects of the roll-offs filters 
forr the EG&G 5113 preamplifiers we use. The algorithms needed to invert the affects of the roll-
offf filters (potentially important for overdamped, critically damped, and underdamped systems 
wheree significant amounts of information exist at low frequencies) are summarized with 
Eqs.. (11.16) - (11.19). The resulting roll-off filter curves are normalized to lie between zero and 

a 

6dB,,  300H z L P 
-12dB ,,  300H z L P 
-6dB ,,  10kH z H P 
6dB,,  30kH z H P 
12dB,30kH zz  H P 

'' " " " * " * " " ' 

100 0 

kHz z 

Fig.. 11-13. Measured hardware roll-off filter affects for the EG&G 5113 
preamplifier.. Using the sigmoidal model provided in the text, Eqs. (11.16) - (11.19), 
wee can analytically invert gentle roll-off affects in both the low-pass, LP, and high-
pass,, HP, roll-off filters with our data analysis software, before fitting our data 
analytically.. This can be useful when the significant portions of the acquired signal 
aree distorted by the use of high-pass filters. 
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one.. In the data analysis program (provided as Appendix II-F), we have the option of 
deconvolvingg the hardware roll-off filter effects in the frequency domain, were the SRF is 
applied. . 

filterlnitialfilterlnitial Value filterFinal Value 

lowpasss filter 1.0 0.0 

highpasss filter 0.0 1.0 

(II.. 16) 

filterPowerr = 
fiherRollOffSetting(** in dB *) 

3.0 0 
(11.17) ) 

filterCenterFreqfilterCenterFreq = 
filterFreqSettingg x | filterRollOffSetting | 

Ï2X) ) 
(11.18) ) 

hardwareFilterSettingss = 
filterlnitialValuefilterlnitialValue - filterFinalValue 

ff freqAxisValues 
^filterCenterFreq q 

++ filterFinalValue 

\\ filterPower 

(11.19) ) 

SLSS-4.44 Single Interface Algorithm Comparisons with Experimental Data 

Exampless of some correlation functions and their accompanying power spectra follow. These 
aree data sets that were taken in consecutive runs on the same sample of acetone, first using cross 
correlationn and then autocorrelation. With cross correlation the small low-frequency band at the 
bottomm left of the power spectrum disappears. Without the special cell geometry (or pinning 
edgee geometry) or extensive vibration isolation techniques, this low-frequency pollution would 
bee much bigger and it would significantly affect the measured linewidth, where vibrations to 
alloww us to acquire data at all. FFT data analysis results for acetone are presented in Tables II-1 
andd II-2. 
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Fig.. 11-14. Acetone data taken with cross-correlation. Data 
fitfit with an exponentially damped cosine model and no 
instrumentt function: co= 9756.850 Hz, S.E. 3.312 Hz; 
TT = 488.723 Hz, S.E. 4.819 Hz; surface tension, 23.244 
dynes/cmm (mN/m); viscosity, 0.53082 cP; data, • ; fit, • ; 
residuals,, A. 
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Fig.. 11-15. Acetone data taken with cross-correlation. Data 
fitfit with an exponentially damped cosine model and the 
Mannn GHQ (MGHQ) instrument function: co = 
9780.5100 Hz, S.E. 1.645 Hz; T= 304.265 Hz, 
S.E.. 2.577 Hz; surface tension, 23.194 dynes/cm (mN/m); 
viscosity,, 0.31703 cP; data, • ; fit, • ; residuals, A. 

Inn Figs. 11-14-11-19 and in Tables 
II-11 and II-2, we compare cross 
correlationn and autocorrelation with 
ann acetone sample chosen from our 
hundredss of data sets acquired for 
simplee fluids. The acetone data sets 
inn Tables II-1 and II-2 were taken in 
aa backscatter mode with the system 
shownn in Fig. II-4 (with the possible 
additionn of an optical diode 
consistingg of a polarizing beam-
splittingg cube followed by a quarter-
wavee plate when in a direct 
backscatterr mode). For these 
particularr data sets we used a laser 
forr which we back-calculated N to 
equall 33.6271. Using the Mann SRF 
andd literature values for the thermal-
physicall coefficients (at 23.0475 °C 
thee density of liquid 

acetonee = 0.786436 g/ml, the density 
off acetone vapor = 0.0006633 g/ml 
att 210.958 mm Hg (28.1 kPa), and 
thee viscosity of acetone 
vaporr = 0.00743965 cP), we find 
thatt K = 505.401 cm"1 (after 
magnification),, which gives us a 
spott size measured perpendicular to 
thee beam of o s = 0.066535 cm 
(intensityy measured at the 1 /e2 points 
== 4 crs). We have also used this 
approachh for determining values for 
Kss and o s with other standards for 
thee same optical system, and with 
singlee samples at a range of 
temperaturess for a single grating 
constant.. For the data sets shown in 
Figs.. 11-14-11-18, whose analyses 
aree listed in Table II-l, we use 
Mann'ss dispersion equation to obtain 
valuess for the interfacial tension and 
viscosityy when fitting with an 
exponentiallyy damped cosine in the 
timee domain and the Lorentzian (the 
Fourierr transform of the 
exponentiallyy damped cosine) in the 
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Fig.. 11-16. Acetone data taken with cross-correlation. Data 
fitfit with a Lorentzian model and no instrument function: 
co== 9756.700 Hz, S.E. 3.290 Hz; T= 488.983 Hz, 
S.E.. 4.768 Hz; surface tension, 23.244 dynes/cm (mN/m); 
viscosity,, 0.53113 cP; data, • ; fit, • ; residuals, A. 
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Fig.. 11-17. Acetone data taken with cross-correlation. Data 
fitfit with a Lorentzian model and the MGHQ instrument 
function:: co = 9780.180 Hz, S.E. 1.620 Hz; T = 
305.7333 Hz, S.E. 2.394 Hz; surface tension, 
23.1944 dynes/cm (mN/m), viscosity, 0.31869 cP; data,»; 
fit,fit, • ; residuals, A. 

frequencyy domain. Next, in 
Tablee II-2, we show the more 
generall results provided by the SRF. 
Thee SRF generalizes the Lorentzian 
modell and, for example, does not 
requiree sorting of the zeros of the 
dispersionn equation to make the 
algorithmm work for overdamped, 
criticallyy damped, and underdamped 
systems.. Indeed, the Lorentzian 
modell fails as fluctuations become 
criticallyy damped. For the data sets 
shownn in Fig. 11-19, which are listed 
inn Table 11-2, we compare both the 
Mannn [6] and the Meunier [49] SRF, 
whichh fit the data to the Fourier 
transformm of the temporal correlation 
function.. While these provide 
identicall results, we implemented the 
Mannn SRF using a different 
approach. . 

Theoretically,, the exponentially 
dampedd cosine model (used in 
Tablee II-1) for data analysis in the 
timee domain and its Fourier 
transformm (a Lorentzian) used in 
Tablee II-1 for data analysis in the 
frequencyy domain should provide 
resultss that are quite close to those of 
thee SRF for samples like acetone, 
wheree Y > 100 (as discussed above). 
However,, computationally the SRF 
iss a more complete model and it has 
thee advantage that all the 
independentt variables (e.g. 
interfaciall tension, lower phase 
viscosity,, or other choices of 
variables,, along with the power 
spectrumm amplitude, and power 
spectrumm baseline offset) are found 
simultaneouslyy (which helps in error 
analysis).. Table II-2 supports our 
preferredd use of the SRF formalism 
(bothh that of Mann and Meunier) by 
providingg SRF analysis results for 
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Fig.. 11-18. Acetone data taken with autocorrelation. 
Dataa fit with a Lorentzian model and the MGHQ 
instrumentt function: co = 9753.070 Hz, S.E. 10.615 Hz; 
TT = 347.622 Hz, S.E. 16.275 Hz; surface tension, 23.098 
dynes/cmm (mN/m); viscosity, 0.36639 cP. Notice the 
low-frequencyy band of noise to the left of the peak when 
nott cross correlating as in Fig. 11-17 - and this is a fairly 
cleann data set; data, • ; fit, • ; residuals, A. 
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Fig.. 11-19. Acetone data taken with cross-correlation. 
Dataa fit with both the Mann and Meunier SRFs along 
withh and the MGHQ instrument function. Identical 
resultss were obtained: surface tension, 23.270 dynes/cm 
(mN/m),, S.E. 0.078 dynes/cm; viscosity, 0.31853 cP, 
S.E.. 0.0210 cP; data, • ; fit, • ; residuals, A. 

acetonee data that can be directly 
comparedd with Table II-1. 

Notee that the results we obtain are for 
fluidss in sealed sample cells, prepared 
soo that acetone is measured in acetone 
vaporr alone and not in air, as were the 
literaturee values. These samples are in 
aa thermostat that controls the 
temperaturee to considerably better than 
aa milliKelvin. Acetone (presented in 
Tabless II-1 and II-2) is a challenging 
viscosityy test because of its narrow 
linewidthh and one can observe that the 
combinationn of a vibration-mitigating 
instrumentt design, a computationally 
viablee instrument function, and a SRF 
providess good results. These fits to 
thee data were made, except where 
notedd otherwise in Table II-1, using a 
weightingg function of unity. 

Theree are several points apparent from 
thee tables and figures: 

•• The surface tension is relatively 
insensitivee to errors in the 
linewidthh V. 

•• The instrument function corrects 
thee bandwidth rather well so that 
viscosityy is well-estimated. 

•• With this instrument design, only 
thee beam cross section at the 
gratingg (impacted by surface 
curvaturee in some cases), the 
spatiall frequency of the grating, 
andd the magnification are required 
(alongg with index changes when 
enteringg a liquid before 
encounteringg the interface) for an 
accuratee interpretation of the 
measurements.. While these 
numberss can be determined by 
physicall measurement, their 
values,, to the accuracy needed, can 
bee calibrated with simple liquids 
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thatt are carefully controlled in temperature. 
•• Experimentally, the geometry of Figs. II-3 and II-4 and the cross-correlation detection 

systemss of Fig. II-2 are effective in reducing contributions from slosh. 

Itt should be noted that it is even easier to determine the viscosity of other fluids with greater 
linewidth.. Since we have chosen the above data sets to support the points being made in the 
paper,, we should remark that at times our autocorrelation measurements on other (more viscous) 
fluidss and at other temperatures are of sufficient quality that only a small improvement is 
realizedd with the addition of cross correlation. The new cell geometry (or equivalent pinning 
edgee geometry) offers considerable improvement in all cases (at times allowing us to make 
otherwisee difficult measurements). 

Inn our opinion, our data support the following observations: 

1.. The correlator produces Gaussian-distributed data that can be averaged to a very good 
estimatee of the correlation function. 

2.. The use of Gaussian maximum likelihood fitting techniques is justified. 
3.. The Edwards weighting function may be useful in the time domain. It is not needed in the 

frequencyy domain, since the Fourier transform reduces channel-to-channel noise correlation 
too a single bin width in the frequency domain. The Edwards weighting function also adds 
confidencee to the error analysis, for if one does not include all the independent variables and 
anyy significant weighting function when fitting data, the error analysis is at best incomplete. 
Pleasee see Ref. [5] for a detailed discussion. 

4.. The Mann conjecture is a reasonable and practical approximation for including the 
instrumentt function in the fitting algorithm, for small Nca (large Y). 

5.. The spectrum function for the surface response function has the combined advantages that it 
iss accurate for underdamped, critically damped and overdamped systems, and it can provide 
computationallyy more accurate results and error analysis since it determines all the 
independentt variables simultaneously. 
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Tablee II-l. Surface Tension and Viscosity, Exponentially Damped Cosines Fits 

Temperaturee = 23.0475 "C. 
NN = 33.6271 =K,o„ K„ = 505.401 cm"1. 
a„„ = 0.066535 cm. (High-pass roll-oft filter set 
for-122 dB at 300 Hz)" 

Exponentiallyy damped cosine algorithm with 

Mann-GHQQ instrument function correction: 

Surfacee tension (time domain) [inN'm] 

Surfacee tension (time domain, with the addition 
off the Edwards weighting function) [mN m] 

Surfacee tension (freq. domain) [mN/m] 

Viscosityy (time domain) [cP] 

Viscosityy (time domain, with the addition of the 
Edwardss weighting function) [cP] 

Viscosityy (frequency domain) [cP] 

Exponentiallyy damped cosine algorithm with 

noo instrument function correction: 

Surfacee tension (time domain) [mN/m] 

Surfacee tension (time domain, with the addition 
off the Edwards weighting function) [mN/m] 

Surfacee tension (freq. domain) [mN/m] 

Viscosityy (time domain) [cP] 

Viscosityy (time domain, with the addition of the 
Edwardss weighting function) [mN/m] 

Viscosityy (frequency domain) [cP] 

(( ) — Std. dev. of all frequency fitting parameters 
Pleasee note that standard deviation (std. dev.) in 
beforee applying the dispersion equation. This is s 
thee SRF is used for both fitting and analyzing the 

Cross-correlation n Autocorrelation n 

(acetonee liquid - acetone vapor) 

Dataa file: 
Acetonll l.dat 

23.194 4 
(6.01384.xx 10"")' 
23.195 5 
(5.618822 x 10"")' 

23.194 4 
(3.412666 x 10"")' 
0.31703 3 

(6.013844 x 10"")' 
0.31510 0 
(5.618822 x 10"V 

0.31869 9 
(3.412666 x 10'V 

23.244 4 
{1.268899 x 10"V 
23.225 5 
(1.202577 x 10"V 

23.244 4 
(7.474833 x 10"")' 
0.53082 2 
(1.268899 x 10'V 
0.53781 1 
(1.202577 x 10")* 

0.53113 3 
(7.474833 x 10"")* 

Tablee II-l above applie 
jmewhatt different from 
lata. . 

Dataa file: 
Aceton45.dat t 

23.100 0 
(2.331088 x 10"')' 
23.100 0 
(2.156744 x 10 V 

23.098 8 
(1.15624.x(1.15624.x 10"V 
0.36646 6 
(2.33108.x(2.33108.x 10 V 
0.35479 9 
(2.156744 x 10"5)* 

0.36639 9 
(1.156244 x 10 V 

23.150 0 
(1.095555 x lO"5)' 
23.153 3 
(1.97177 x 10'V 

23.150 0 
(2.208388 x lO"5)' 
0.56889 9 
(2.208388 x lO"5)' 
0.56616 6 
(1.97177 x 10"-)* 

0.56879 9 
(1.095555 x 10"')* 

ss to the fits obtaine 
hee use of std. dev. ir 

Literatur e e 

(acetonee liquid -
airr vapor) 

LiteratureLiterature [54] 
(extrapolated) ) 

23.265 5 

23.265 5 

23.265 5 

0.31345 5 

0.31345 5 

0.31345 5 

23.265 5 

23.265 5 

23.265 5 

0.31345 5 

0.31345 5 

0.31345 5 

dd using co and T 
ïï Table 11-2. where 
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Tablee 11-2. Surface Tension and Viscosity Using SRF Fits 

Temperaturee = 23.0475 °C, 
NN = 33.627 l = Kso5,Ks = 505.401 cm 1 , 
CTCT55 = 0.066535 cm, (High-pass roll-off filter set 
for-122 dB at 300 Hz) 

SRFF algorithms with Mann-GHQ instrument 

functionn correction: 

Surfacee tension (Mann algorithm) [mN/m] 

Surfacee tension (Meunier algorithm) [mN/m] 

Viscosityy (Mann algorithm) [cP] 

Viscosityy (Meunier algorithm) [cP] 

SRFF algorithms with no instrument function 

correction: : 

Surfacee tension (Mann algorithm) [mN/m] 

Surfacee tension (Meunier algorithm) [mN/m] 

Viscosityy (Mann algorithm) [cP] 

Viscosityy (Meunier algorithm) [cP] 

Cross-correlation n Autocorrelation n 

(acetonee liquid - acetone vapor) 

Dataa file: 
Acetonll l.dat 

23.270 0 
(2.075333 x lO"6)* 
23.270 0 
(2.075333 x 10 ' ) ' 
0.31853 3 
(2.075333 x 10"')* 
0.31853 3 
(2.075333 x 10')* 

23.355 5 
(7.574088 x 10"')' 
23.355 5 
(7.574077 x 10 ' ) ' 
0.52870 0 
(7.574088 x 10"')' 
0.52870 0 
(7.574077 x 10"')' 

Dataa file: 
Aceton45.dat t 

23.195 5 
(1.1080655 x 10 V 
23.195 5 
(1.1080655 x 10"5)' 
0.37842 2 
(1.1080655 x 10"5)' 
0.37842 2 
(1.1080655 x 10"5)' 

23.278 8 
(9.883933 x lO"6)' 
23.278 8 
(9.883933 x 10"')' 
0.57521 1 

(9.883933 x 10"')* 
0.57521 1 

(9.883933 x 10"')* 

Literatur e e 

(acetonee liquid 
-- air vapor) 

LiteratureLiterature [54] 
(extrapolated) ) 

23.265 5 

23.265 5 

0.31345 5 

0.31345 5 

23.265 5 

23.265 5 

0.31345 5 

0.31345 5 

(( )* = Std. dev. of all SRF fitting parameters. 
Pleasee note that standard deviation (std. dev.) in Table II-2 above applies to the final results obtained using the 
surfacee response function (SRF). This is somewhat different from the use of std. dev. in Table II-1. The std. 
errorr (Asymptotic SE) and confidence interval (CI) for all independent fitting parameters, along with the 
asymptoticc correlation and covariance matrices, Hessian condition numbers, and other fitting details and plots 
aree provided in the Data Analysis Results appendix (Appendix II-G) where available. 
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Somee of our work with a critically damped water-glycerol system is shown is Figs. 11-20 and 
11-21.. The water-glycerol system was chosen because it is well characterized and changing 
eitherr or both the temperature and water to glycerol ratio allows us to move from underdamped 
too critically damped and then on to overdamped systems. Critically damped systems are known 
too require a surface response function for accurate data analysis and we have shown this to be the 
case.. There are additional advantages of the water glycerol system. Glycerol is fully soluble in 
waterr and the viscosity can be changed over a wide range with small impact on the surface 
tension. . 

Langevinn ([49], p. 93, Eq. 6 using the definition of peak (renormalized) frequency (om suggested 
att the top of p. 96) provides a fitting formula (11.20) for working in the time domain when the Y 
parameter,, which in this case with 

'co'co ^ 

vv r , , 
== 0.94, indicates a critically damped system. While the simple Lorentzian fit (an 

exponentiallyy damped cosine in the time domain) is poor for this critically damped system, after 
thee correction of a printing sign error in the formula (Ch. 7, Formula 6) for fitting critically 
dampedd systems in Langevin's book [49], we find that formula (11.21) below, which is intended 
too model a simple harmonic oscillator, fits the critically damped data in Fig. 11-20 better than a 
simplee Lorentzian model (when used in conjunction with the MGHQ instrument function, in this 

casee NOT substituting in co —> co 
K K 

andd f 
K K 

sincee the Kelvin equation portion of 

thee Mann conjecture for applying the instrument function to underdamped systems is not 
intendedd and not appropriate for critically damped systems). 

exp(-rA .. r) 

== exp(-rA r) 

;(&»„„ r ) 
rA.sin(fl>0r) ) 

coss k/ftT + r;. r | + -
sinlyöTT +r^, r) (11.20) ) 

* , (* , ,, r) 

KKflflT T exp(-r^r) ) 
Ax\Ax\ | jyq2+g&p 

*V*V 22(q(qsxsx~K^q~K^qsysy)dq)dqsxsxdqdqsysy+B +B 

H>H>+r+rllTT} } 
>in(V^» +r* r ) ) 

V ^^  + r ; 
(H-21) ) 
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Fig.. 11-20. Water-giycerol data taken with cross correlation. Critically 
dampedd data fit with an exponentially damped cosine and sine model 
andd the MGHQ instrument function: co = 8790.580 Hz, S.E. 14.806 Hz; 
TT = 5070.020 Hz, S.E. 30.170 Hz; interfacial tension, 56.8451 dynes/cm 
(mN/m);; viscosity, 13.5592 cP; data, • ; fit, • ; residuals, A; Edwards' 
correlationn weighting function, T . The dispersion equation, which 
providess values for surface tension and viscosity, does not work with the 
criticallyy damped data values provided by Eq. (11.21). 
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Fig.. II-21. Water-glycerol data taken with cross correlation. Critically 
dampedd data fit with the Mann SRF using the MGHQ instrument 
function:: surface tension, 60.171 dynes/cm (mN/m), 
S.E.. 0.1683 dynes/cm; viscosity, 18.9835 cP, S.E. 0.0491 cP; data,»; 
fit,fit, • ; residuals, A. Accurate results are obtained using the Mann SRF, 
whichh (unlike the combination of Eq. (11.21) and the dispersion 
equation)) accounts for the coupling of the bulk fluid into the interface. 
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Thee fit for the values obtained with Eq. (11.21) for the oscillation frequency (8790.58 Hz, with an 
asymptoticc standard error, S.E. 14.8059 Hz) and decay time (5070.02 Hz, S.E. 30.17 Hz) of this 
criticallyy damped system has a standard deviation of 1.22558 x 105. The data is the average of 
944 data sets taken with a 60 °C critically damped mixture of glycerol (88.4013 % from n = 1.456) 
andd water. Each individual data set looked clean and the resulting compilation had a nice 
Gaussiann distribution in each correlation channel. This mixture is sufficiently viscous that 
autocorrelationn using a cylindrical cell (without needing to resort to cross-correlation) provided 
goodd vibration free data. For this temperature, the independent fitting parameters included 
valuess for: lower phase liquid density of 1.20522 g/ml; upper phase vapor density of 
0.00144 g/ml; scattering angle, 32.4°; a grating value of 532.333 cm"1; and a = 0.00620 cm. 
Whenn using all these values in the same dispersion equation that we applied with excellent 
resultss to our underdamped acetone data above (Figs. 11-16 and 11-18 and in Table II-l), the 
dispersionn equation no longer yields correct values for the surface (interfacial) tension and the 
lowerr phase viscosity. The value derived here with the dispersion equation for the surface 
tensionn is 56.8451 dynes/cm, and for the lower phase viscosity 13.5592 cP. The extrapolated 
literatureliterature values [54] for this water/glycerol system are 60.1684 dynes/cm for the surface tension 
andd 18.9808 cP for the lower phase viscosity. While these values would likely improve if we 
hadd an equivalent of the Kelvin equation to use with the instrument function for critically 
dampedd systems, because the simple harmonic oscillator model ignores vorticity (the stream 
function)) and only deals with the potential function; even with this improvement the results 
wouldd still be poor for critically damped systems unless a surface response function is used. 
Notee that the surface response function does not need the Kelvin equation corrections for co and 
r .. The surface response function will provide more accurate results for critically damped 
systemss because it accounts for the coupling of the bulk fluid with the interface. When fitting 
thiss same critically damped data with the Mann surface response function, using the same 
independentt fitting parameters, we obtain a value of 60.171 dynes/cm, S.E. 0.1466 dynes/cm for 
thee surface tension and 18.9835 cP, S.E. 0.0448 cP for the lower phase viscosity with a standard 
deviationn in the fit of 1.10191 x 10"?. The goodness of fit of this SRF can be seen in Fig. 11-21. 
Notee that the zero-frequency bin in the power spectrum was given zero weighting when fitting 
thee data since the zero-frequency bin stores the d.c. offset information of the correlation data. 

Wee used the surface response function to fit the same mixture of water/glycerol at a different 
temperaturee inside the UvA microKelvin temperature controller. With the temperature controller 
equilibratedd at 30.018 °C, we now have an essentially overdamped system. At 30.018 °C (using 
aa lower phase density value of 1.22452 g/ml and an upper phase density value of 0.0014 g/ml), 
thee fitting value provided by the SRF of 84.9117 cP for the viscosity, which has a extrapolated 
literaturee value [54] of 84.19201 cP, is obtained to within 0.47 %, but the fitting value for the 
interfaciall tension, 54.5983 dynes/cm, whose extrapolated literature value is 60.5383 dynes/cm, 
iss low by 9.8 %. This fit has a standard deviation of 1.82259 x 10"4 with the residuals in the fit 
becomingg increasing worse as the zero-frequency in the power spectra is approached. If we were 
workingg in the time domain with an overdamped system, we would be able to fit for either the 
interfaciall tension or linewidth. Here we have been able to fit for both when using the surface 
responsee function, but we need to revisit the overdamped case in future work to see if the fits can 
bee improved or if this is perhaps a problem of ill conditioning. The condition number for the 
Hessiann for the power spectrum of the critically damped system in Fig. 11-21 is 6.410955 x 1010, 
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givingg us a remaining base-10 hardware precision for the Compaq Pentium-4 based workstation 
usedd for this calculation of 131072 (okay if greater than zero). The condition number for the 
Hessiann for the power spectrum of the overdamped system is 4.81655x10", leaving us a 
hardwaree precision of 16384. No hardware roll-off filters were used for either the critically 
dampedd or overdamped water/glycerol systems just described. 

SLSS-4.55 Experiment Sample Preparation 

Alll chemicals samples are from Aldrich and are spectroscopic grade. Alcohols: purity 99.8%, 
wheree the only significant contamination is water; alkanes: 99.99%, are distilled over alumina 
coveredd with silver nitrate to remove traces of unsaturated alkanes. The liquids are freed of dust 
byy pressing them through Millipore filters with 0.5 or 0.1 micron pores. After that, they are 
heatedd to remove dissolved air and stored in clean sealed bottles until used. The cells are cleaned 
firstt with soap during the previous 24 hours, next they are put into an acoustic bath, rinsed 
thoroughlyy with distilled, dust free water (from a Millipore clean water station), next they are put 
intoo chromic acid, again thoroughly rinsed with distilled, dust free water, and then baked in a 
furnacee at 100 degrees C, resulting in a cell surface that is clean, and has a surface with only 
OH-groups.. At this stage the surface can be silanated to cover it with CH3 groups, if needed. 
Intoo these clean cells the clean liquids are either distilled under vacuum or the liquids are brought 
intoo the cells via a syringe (which has also been cleaned). The cells are then flame sealed under 
vacuum.. Care is taken that there is no contact with the surroundings between the filling and the 
sealing.. The sealed samples have shown no change with time. This also holds for the samples in 
thee silanated cells (which have all been stored at least a year). 
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Fig.. 11-22. Double interface of area axa. Therms 
amplitudee is known to be less than 1 nm close to a 
criticall temperature. Close to the critical temperature, 
thee amplitudes f and £ , one or both, may 

becomee large approaching the film thickness h0 . This 

conditionn may require an additional term in the free 
energyy of the film that is usually designated as a van 
derr Waals or a Casimir energy. 

SLSS-4.66 Theory for the Development of the Single and Asymmetric Double-Interface (Thin 
Film) ) 

Whilee the derivation for both the single-interface surface response function and its lengthy 
asymmetricc double-interface SRF cousin are included in Appendices II-C and II-D , an outline of 
thee underlying theory first presented in Mann et al. [6] will now be given. This theoretical 
foundationn was used to derive the algorithms for the single and asymmetric double-interface and 
too obtain the surface response function results presented in this text. 

SLSS-4.6.11 Outlin e of the Construction of the Spectrum Function 

SLSS-4.6.1.1SLSS-4.6.1.1 Linearization: A Single-Component, Liquid-Vapor Interface 

Considerr a pure liquid and use the Gibbs convention so that the surface density for the chemical 

speciess F, = 0 . For the normal momentum balance, it is assumed that \g\, where g, the 

fluctuationn amplitude normal to the interface, is small compared with the wavelength of the 
fluctuationss selected by the optical system (see Fig. 11-22). For 
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[P[P iJiJ]nj]nj  nl=yaapbap=2y H, (11.22) ) 

wheree P is the pressure tensor, y is the interfacial tension, and H comes from the invariant 

2H2H = c, + c2, where cQ = 1 / Ra , Eq. (11.22) becomes 

00 = r 
dxdx22 öy2 I L " J o 

dz dz 

dt dt oo ' 

(11.23) ) 

(11.24) ) 

(11.25) ) 

wheree 77 is the viscosity and v. is the velocity field in the z-direction. 

Forr this same case [Eq. (11.22)] the tangent balance is 

P.P.xx =Tj\ -- + ^-
--xx n dx dz 

(11.26) ) 

(11.27) ) 

Ass the liquid is pure, V»cr = 0 , no surface-tension gradients are possible in the hydrodynamic 
limit.. Also, the pressure and the velocity fields must be determined for the volume phases. This 
iss done in the next Subsection below (entitled Solution Technique Using the Potential and the 
StreamStream Functions). All these equations are linear but coupled. 

Thee boundary-value problem to be solved is 

dd22SS , d2g 
11 dx2 dy' 

[P][P]  + 2 
8v. 8v. 

~dz~ ~dz~ 
(11.28) ) 

subjectt to g —>  0 for x, y —>  00, and g = v. | , plus initial conditions. 

Thee momentum balance in the tangent plane with an insoluble monolayer present gives 

nn ,'dv. dvx) d24x . d2l 
00 = 77I — - +—x- \ + ke—^- + fc,.—^-

dxdx dz ) dx' dx' 
(11.29) ) 
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wheree kc,=G + K,kv=T]+g,  £,, the fluctuation amplitude tangential to the interface, and there 

iss a similar equation for the y direction. The effect of adsorption is added below. The no-slip 
conditionn at the interface requires continuity of the tangent vector's time rate of change: 

8t8t "'  :i0 U. . : t 0 0 (11.30) ) 

Heree Un is the projector to the tangent plane and the grating orientation of the spectrometer 

determiness ê ( (see Fig. 11-23). 

Fig.. 11-23. Surface Geometry for constructing the 
balancee equations. A is the arbitrary surface patch, 
andd 8A is its boundary. 

Wee need to recognize that we are assuming in Eq. (11.30) that the system is a pure liquid-fluid 
interfacee so that F = 0 by choice of convention with respect to the Gibbs surface. Moreover, the 
surfacee viscoelastic moduli are zero in this case. Note also that g and E are considered to be 

randomm variables. We are to compute (gq (0) gq (t)\. When a monolayer is present, 

UgUg ( 0 ) £ [t])  can be computed, but at this time the light-scattering instrument will not resolve 

thesee components. 
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SLSS-4.6.1.22 Solution Technique Using the Potential and the Stream Functions 

Itt is well documented that a velocity filed can be written as 

vv = Vj(x, /) + v2(x, t) + u(t), 

V x V l = 0 ,, (11.31) 

V . v 2 = 0 0 

soo that 

v ,, =-V</>,  (11.32) 

v 2 = V x A ,, (11.33) 

wheree <f>  is the scalar potential, A is the vector potential, and u(/) is arbitrary, does not depend 
onn space variables and is usually set to zero. However, suppose the surface is set in motion by a 
steadyy velocity field. Even so, there will be fluctuations that are due to Kg T excited pressure 
pulses.. We can model this situation by making u represent the steady flow and letting v, and 
v22 represent the fluctuations around the mean flow. In particle language the ripplons will 
behavee like seed particles in a laser anemometer experiment. The surface velocity field can be 
mappedd out by use of surface-light-scattering spectroscopy. 

Thee mass balance for incompressible media leads immediately to 

00 = V-v = - V V (H-34) 

soo that, along with boundary conditions, <p is uniquely determined. The momentum balance is 

moree interesting so that for NM (amplitude-to-wavelength ratio) sufficiently small 

pp — = -VP + nV2v; (11.35) 
ct ct 

Hence e 

V \ - pp — + P] + /?ü = V x \ - p — +TJV2A . (11.36) 

However,, the vector ü can always be represented by ü = V(w, x + u2 v + w3 z) so that 

incorporationn into the gradient term only means that the potential is redefined. A solution to 
Eq.. (11.36) is the set of equations 
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-p-p — +P = 0, (11.37) 
et et 

-p-p — + r]V2A = 0. (11.38) 
et et 

Eqs.. (11.34), (11.37), and (11.38) split the problem into one of potential flow and of flow of 
nonzeroo vorticity. The basis for splitting the velocity field in this way is kinematics alone; 
dynamicss is not an issue. The splitting of the velocity does induce a partitioning of the dynamic 
governingg equations for both the volume and the surface equations of motion. 

Theree are several ways to solve the surface-boundary-initial-value problem. However, because 
lightt scattering provides information about fluctuations that propagate in a selected direction, we 
makee use of that information directly. Set the coordinate system so that the waves detected by 
thee light-scattering spectrometer propagate in the x direction and the amplitude of the transverse 
wavee is in the z direction. The formulas derived are based on this representation. 

Definee the stream function 4-* such that 

v H - - , 0 , - || (11.39) 

soo that for this special case V • v, = 0. From the properties of the vector potential, we have 
A-^A-  ̂ for the two-dimensional case. Hence 

piVU piVU 

HH dt  ' 

Thenn one may use a velocity potential function <p and a velocity stream function 4* to represent 
thee velocity field so that 

vv y=.È£-<LÏ- + u^t), (11.40) 
dxdx dz 

v.. = - - ? ! + — + u.(t), (11.41) 
dzdz dx 

Notee that the vorticity is gvort = V x v - V x v 2 in this representation, and indeed here 

^ r t = - V 2 v F e , . ,, (11-42) 
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soo that the total flow can be partitioned into potential flow along with vortex flow — both are 
neededd for a complete description. Again, this is a point of kinematics. 

Withh these definitions and under the assumptions of incompressible flow, the volume mass and 
thee momentum equations of motion become 

oJ-^M,oJ-^M, ,11.43) 
6x6x22 dz2 

P^P  ̂ = P. (H.44) 
dt dt 

 — = V2*¥. (11.45) 
rjrj  dt 

Notee that pé-P is determined up to a constant, which is taken to be zero here. However, 
inclusionn of a constant, the disjoining pressure, will be necessary in the case of thin films. 

Considerr the solution of Eq. (11.43), which is subject to boundary and initial conditions. The 
determinationn of the stream function follows the same pattern. First, do the space Fourier 
transformm on V2é = 0: 

^V aa 2 
-TT-4-TT-4 </><,=  ° («-46) 
dz dz 

subjectt to è' —> 0 as z —> — co. Hence 

(j)(j) qq = A(t)e | ( " , f o r z > 0 , (II.47) 

é=A(t)eé=A(t)elqlzlqlz,ïoTz<0,,ïoTz<0, (H.48) 
** h 

However,, note that, if a solid surface is of distance - h form the surface at z - 0, the condition 
dó dó 

changes.. Consider only potential flow. In this case, v. —> 0 as z -> - h, and as a result —— -» 0 
dz dz 

ass z -> - h is a boundary condition. In this case 

ééqq=c{exp[\q\(z=c{exp[\q\(z + h)] +  Qxp[-\q\(z + h)]}, (11.49) 
b b 

whichh can be written as 
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tf,Uo=^(ztf,Uo=^(z = (U)cosh(|?|fc). (11.50) 
h h 

Eq.. (11.50) adds terms to the dispersion equation that involve h. Adding the stream-function 
contributionn leads to a more complicated formula for the velocity field throughout the fluid phase 
onn the solid side of the interface. These functions are then used to provide the velocity and the 
pressuree fields that appear in the jump conditions and the continuity conditions at the liquid 
interface. . 

Itt is important to recognize an assumption that is made by all who have studied this problem: 
Thee initial values of <j>  and T obtained in the Laplace transform of Eqs. (11.44) and (11.45) are 
bothh taken to be zero everywhere; only the initial value of g is nonzero. This assumption is of 
questionablee validity but leads to a spectrum function that fits data well. A qualitative discussion 
byy Bouchiat [49] supports this assumption. 

SLSS-4.6.1.33 Solution by Fourier - Laplace Transformation in Space and Time 

Thee method of solution through the averaging of initial conditions that we develop for the 
surfacee transport problem is well described in the book by Berne and Pecora [8] for three-
dimensionall hypersonic wave motion. The governing equations are very different, and the 
methodss of Berne and Pecora are used in what follows. An alternative is the construction that 
employss the fluctuation dissipation theorem. Bouchiat [49] showed that they are consistent. 

Inn general, define for fluctuations moving in the x direction as determined by the optical system 

f[f(xj)](q,s)f[f(xj)](q,s) = jdx jdt exp(iqx-st)f(x,t) (11.51) 
-y--y-  0 

Notee that the kernel of the transform uses [iqx-st) so that, when s-»/'<w, the wave will 

propagatee in the direction êv. Experimentally, èv is selected simply by one's rotating the 

gratingg of Figs. II-3 or II-4. The operator T when applied to the governing equations generates 
aa set of linear equations of the form 

M(q,,s)xx = Lx(q,0) , (11.52) 

wheree x(q, s) = T[x(x, t)~] and x(q,/ = 0) = 0 is the vector of initial values. Note that x(q,0) 

iss only the Fourier transform of x{x, t) at t - 0. You can see that x and x will be vectors of the 

dynamicc variables g and £. The matrix L organizes the coefficients of the initial values. 

Solvee Eq. (11.52) to get 
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x(q,.¥)) = M ! . L x ( q , 0 ) (11.53) 

Theree is an advantage to writing M ' as 

M"11 = ]-— adj(M) (11.54) 
det(M)) JV ; 

wheree adj(M) is the classical matrix adjoint (adjugate). We obtain the average, and thereby the 

spectrum,, of the fluctuations by first multiplying through by x(q, t = 0)' and computing (••-) 

C(s)C(s) = (x(q,s)x(q,0A 
ww ' (11.55) 

C(s)) = M_1 .L/x(q,0)x(q,0) ' ) . 

Assumee that (x(q, 0) x(q, 0)') is diagonal for the single-interface case (but not in general): 

BB = (x l(q I0)x /(q,0)) = (|xf(q,0)|2)<y/>, (11.56) 

C ( J )) = M _ I . L . B . (11.57) 

Thereforee for the amplitude correlation function 

C"" W= D(bj( [adJ(M>-L] ),, ( h M f ) , > 

fromm which the spectrum function is computed. Note that JC, = qq and that the expectation must 

bee calculated by use of the equipartition algorithm, as shown in Subsection 3. A, starting on page 
40966 of Ref. [6]. However, the dispersion equation is, with s -»/&>, the determinant set to zero 

D(q,io))D(q,io)) = 0. (H.59) 

Thee spectrum function used to fit data is obtained as 

G(ft>)) = -RerCM( /f l)) l . (II.60) 
n n 

Next,, we apply this procedure first to the simple potential-flow problem as a simple but explicit 
examplee of the algorithm with an average over the distribution of possible initial conditions. The 
secondd application is to the isolated liquid-fluid interface that may be covered by a monolayer. 
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SLSS-4.6.22 Spectrum Function for  the Single Interface 

Thee harmonic-oscillator model for surface fluctuations has been popular, can be reasonably 
accuratee for small Nea , and is signaled by large y/jj ratios and also for overdamped ripples 
whereinn 7Vca is large, consistent with y/rj being small. However, as Bouchiat and Meunier 
showedd (see, for example, Ref. [49]), the harmonic-oscillator model is flawed: The spectra 
deviatee from the Lorentzian line shape, especially when jV.a * 1. We briefly show that the 
harmonic-oscillatorr model is obtained when vorticity is ignored, gvon = 0 [Eq. (11.42)], so that 
velocityy fields are potential. The full spectrum function is then derived by use of the stream 
functionn to provide the vorticity contribution to the representation of the fluctuation dynamics. 

SLSS-4.6.2.1SLSS-4.6.2.1 Potential-Flow Model and the Lorentzian Spectrum Function 

Supposee that the flow is potential, a kinematic condition, so that at some initial time the velocity 
fieldfield was everywhere irrotational: Vxv = 0, thus *¥ =0 everywhere and at all times. Use 

V~tfiV~tfi = 0 and p<j>-P  for each phase and the continuity of the velocity field, which is 
gg = v. | _u = v. _T() (this is a requirement for a material surface connected to the surrounding 
phases),, and the Laplace equation becomes 

cv. cv. 
-frs,-[-frs,-[pp.].]+2+2['i-g-]-['i-g-]- 00--

wheree / = y + yAp g/q2) + Be q' is the surface tension dressed by the gravity and the bending 

effects.. Substitution and some algebra leads to 

rjrj  + rj 

fyfy = 2)" "W, (11.62) 
PP + P 

a>;; = ; ' I • (11-63) 
P + P P 

Eqs.. (11.62) and (11.63) are referred to hereafter as the Kelvin solution. Here we have added a 
stochasticc term aq (/) that has units of acceleration but is a type of force, actually, the force over 
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thee density. For this model, the tangential balance yields equations that depend on only the 
surfacee quality £,q, and there is no coupling between gq and q"q . This result is certainly wrong. 

Thee limitation of this model is that, if the tangential pressure jump across the tangent plane is 
satisfied,, then irrotational flow implies that g is a constant. Indeed, the tangent plane condition, 

00 = ft • [P] • U-, along with the irrotational condition, Vxv = 0, both satisfied for all z , imply 

thatt 4 = c, independent of x and / so that there are no fluctuations at all! So, the general 
problemm is not solved by the assertion that the flow is irrotational. However, from Eq. (11.61) a 
spectrumm function is obtained that tracks the center frequency of experimental data through 

%((g*%((g*qq gq (O))!09]' b u t t n e width of the experimental spectrum is poorly represented. 

Afterr Fourier-Laplace transforming, Eq. (11.61) becomes 

Notingg that (g; (0) a(s)) = 0 and (gq (0) gq (0)) = Ogives 

(11.64) ) 

(11.65) ) 

soo the spectrum is 

G(ö>)) = - R e 
n n 

__ KBT 

ii  co + coq 

KK-eo-eo22 +iö} qco + a)2q J 

üüqq™\ ™\ 

KKBBT T 

ff q1 

xyqxyq (tf-a)2) +(üjqco) 

(11.66) ) 

(11.67) ) 

Thiss spectrum function can be put into a more familiar form in terms of a sum of Lorentzian-like 
functions: : 

G(a>)G(a>) = 
KKBBTT ^ 

1+KK) 22 ^  1+KM ) 
2nyq2nyq [coq-co) + CO,. CO,. {co{coqq+co)+co) +co2

q 

(11.68) ) 

Eq.. (11.68) is another example (Refs. [43, 47, 49, 56, 57]) of the utility of defining Y = (ü)q/coqf 

ass it is clear that G(co) is a double Lorentzian when Y is sufficiently large. The dimensionless 

groupp Y is directly related to the capillary number: 
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rr  = T . (n.69) 
(2AO--

Thee capillary number is Standard in the engineering literature, but Y is convenient for designing 
lightt scattering experiments. Also, note that Y, or Nca, is calculated in terms of thermal-
physicall properties including the surface tension, the density and the viscosity sums for the 
surroundingg phases, and the wave number characteristic of the experiment. The optical 
arrangementt fixes the value of the wave number of the capillary ripples detected so that the 
dimensionlesss group Y, or jVca, is known for that experiment. 

Thee spectrum function Eq. (11.68) is often used in applications because of its simplicity. 
Occasionally,, the Kelvin solution Eq. (11.63) is used and will provide a reasonable estimate of the 
surfacee tension, usually within 5 % to 10% of the actual value. However, the estimate of the 
volumee viscosity from Eq. (11.62) is very much in error, even when the instrument function 
correctionn is applied. 

Whenn Y » 1, the spectrum function Eq. (11.68), corrected for the instrument function, can be 
usedd effectively to determine w and co . Then any two parameters can be computed from the 
fullfull  dispersion equation by one's finding its zero numerically. Explicitly, the dispersion equation 

iss complex and in general is D q,coq,(oii,p,p,7],rj,y,yu,Ke,Ku,BLi,Bu =0 . See Eq. (11.96) for 

thee construction of this function for the single, isolated interface case. The experimentalist must 
decidee which two parameters are to be determined. For monolayer work, usually yv, Be, and 
BBvv are set to zero so that Ke and Kv are studied. When a pure fluid is being studied, y and TJ, 

b b 

thee surface tension and the major phase viscosity coefficients, respectively, are determined; 
yyuu,K,Kii,K,Kii,B,3.nèB,B,3.nèBvv are taken to be zero and with reasonable justification (see Ref. [58] for 
additionall comments framed with experimental data). However, there are obvious difficulties in 
determiningg the surface tension along with two volume viscosities for liquid-liquid interfaces. 
Thee computer power available allows the fitting of data to the full spectrum function, which 
carriess all the parameters considered to be relevant to the experimental spectra. There is no 
longerr a need to limit the fit to a Lorentzian model. 

Keepp in mind that the spectrum function for Y > 10 is still fairly close to being Lorentzian, so 
fittingg to more than two or three parameters may lead to ill-conditioned, nonlinear least-squares 
problemss and thereby to uncertainty in the values found by the fit. It is well worth the time and 
effortt to use statistical design methods as part of the planning process for doing surface light-
scatteringg spectroscopy. 
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SLSS-4.6.2.22 Derivation of the Spectrum Function for the Insoluble Monolayer 

Thee governing equation for the normal balance is transformed according to Eq. (II.51) to obtain 

'9'922riri qq-^-^ 22ro^-[ph]ro^-[ph] +2+2 [v di di 
== o. (11.70) ) 

wheree y=y + (Apg/q2) + Beq
2 and yu = yv + Bv q

2. The notation ~qq = - gq (t = 0) + s gq (s) is 

usedd to keep track of the initial condition. Such terms will be expanded before assembling the 

responsee matrix. The notation for dynamic variables such as 0 = s <j>  take into account that the 

nonzeroo initial conditions will be in only the surface-displacement variables, g and %q. The 

velocityy field in each phase must include both potential flow and vorticity. The vorticity is 
includedd through the transformed stream function [Eq. (11.45)] 

*?? =5exp l -mz ) and 4^ = B expl m z) , (11.71) ) 

PP P 
mm =  +\q1+sj>-  a n d w = + \q

2+s — (11.72) ) 

andd are written for the isolated interface for which K¥q —> 0, q̂ —> 0, and z ->  oo . 
uu b 

Notee that the real part of m and m must be positive. Also, because q may be negative, the 
uu h 

potentiall function is always taken as ^ = A exp(-|g| z) and ^ = A exp(|g| z) . Failure to 
uu h 

observee this protocol leads to a spectrum function that is not symmetric, as it must be, for 
q^-q. q^-q. 

Thee tangent plane balance is 

-q-q22KKee£-q£-q22KKvv44qq + 
dz dz ax x -o . . (11.73) ) 

wheree care is required to transform 
dv. dv. 

8x 8x 
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Additionall relations are found through the four mathematical conditions of continuity of the 

velocityy fields at the surface, where [ v j = 0 is the no-slip condition and also [v.] = 0 . Because 

thee surface is connected to each phase, we have 

gg = lim v. , (H.74) ) 

^=^H ' ' (11.75) ) 

éé - lim v , (11.76) ) 

LL = lim vv (11.77) ) 

Eqs.. (II.74) - (11.77) thus specified provide a response matrix after some tedious algebra that is 
involvedd in deriving the jump condition, which is now given. 

ComputationComputation of Pt Pt .. The pressure jump is \ p <f>  \ = p <j>  - p <j>  so that 

P< P< 
\q\m-q-\q\m-q-

-P-P + III 2P \q\m-q\q\m-q t, 
SSS<,+ S<,+ 

iq iq 

\q\m-q" \q\m-q" 
-P -P 

\q\m—q\q\m—q h 
*L *L (11.78) ) 

wheree the limit 

lim m p' p' 

pp + p 
 and lim 

""  rj  -> 0 
pk pk 

PP + P 
uu b SS^ ^ 

iss as expected. A point of notation is that s gq = gq since the initial condition is assumed to be 

ggqq (t = 0) = 0, and s E,q = igq since again the initial condition is assumed to be ^ (/ - 0) = 0. 

ComputationComputation of 
dv. dv. 

Thee evaluation of this jump is most interesting for two reasons. 

First,, it couples the tangential displacement field into the governing equation for the 
displacementt field along the normal. Second, it depends on only the tangential displacement 
field;; nothing analogous to the second term in Eq. (11.61) appears. The simple harmonic-
oscillatorr model does not emerge in the limit of small volume viscosities. This fact is a 
consequencee of one's assuming nonzero vorticity. This is also the reason that it is incorrect to 
thinkk of the spectrum as some perturbation of the harmonic-oscillator problem; the terms that 
alloww that possibility cancel out to zero. 
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Thee result is 

dz dz == \l<im -n~--n~- -n -n 
\q\m-q\q\m-q « \q\m-q h 

SS^-Q' ^-Q' 
iq iq 

-n -n 
iq iq 

-n -n 
q\m~qq\m~q « \q\m—q b 

V '' u b 

-££ (H-79) 

andd the limit, as the viscosity of the phases vanishes, is 

lim m 
r/->0 r/->0 

dv. . 

dz dz 
iq iq n-n n-n 

uu b 

(ff and lim 
qq /7-+0 

dv. dv. 

dz dz 
iq iq n~n n~n 

andd this does not depend on g , as is required by the harmonic-oscillator model. 

ComputationComputation of 
dvdv«,«, { dv, 

dzdz dx 
Thee tangential balance couples both the normal and the 

tangentt plane displacements to give 

== TT{(«-kl)n-{m-\q\)n]l-{(« + \g\)n + (m-1?|)n)l (ii.so) 
dvdvxqxq dv 
——— + —--
dzdz dx 

Again,, note that we carefully distinguished between q that emerged from the Fourier transform 

off a derivative with respect to x and the derivative of the potential function with respect to z , 

whichh results in a factor |^|. The reason for attention to this detail is to retain the proper 

symmetryy of the spectrum function. 

AssemblyAssembly of the response matrix. It is revealing to rewrite Eq. (11.70) in a form as close to the 
harmonic-oscillatorr approximation as possible by the redefinition of the center frequency co and 

thee damping frequency T as 

co:co:
rr  <T \q\ 

m m 
(11.81) ) 

—— \\P + — \\P mm -\q\ u m -\q\ h 
uu  b 

whichh reduces to Eq. (11.63) in the limit of small viscosity. However, 
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rr = ' " * m (H.82) 
''' m m 

-^y-.p-^y-.p + ^y-.p 
mm — \q\ „  m - \q\ /> 

whichh docs not reduce to cö .̂ [Eq. (11.62)], but rather accounts for the effect of the renormalized 

transversee viscosity fv , 

Forr the purpose of building the response matrix, define the auxiliary functions 

(11.83) ) cV, , 

a. a. 

PP P 
" ii  i + - ~f t 

mm - \q\ m-\q\ 
lili  h 

mm m 
—\~\P+—\~\P+ T . / ' 
mm — \q\ u m — \q\ * 

2iq\q\\2iq\q\\ n-n\ 
\u\u hj 

mm m 
-^y-.p-^y-.p + ^y-^P 
inin  — \q\ „  m — \q\ i, 

bb22=Hm+\q\}rj=Hm+\q\}rj  + (m + \q\}rj 

Forr the tangent plane, we find 

(11.84) ) 

forr the normal balance so that 

(o(o22ê+rJ+i+a,ê+rJ+i+a,  £-a,é=Q, (11.85) 
t// ~ c/ q - q ~ q \ ^  q 1 ~ q "  v ' 

where,, when the viscosities are small, the harmonic-oscillator function 

fi>;<r,fi>;<r, + r , 4 + £ = o (iJ.86) 

holds,, but the spectral width is determined by fv \q\ and not by /; + rj 

Definee the functions 

^-'•uhMi-hMi-^-'•uhMi-hMi- <"- 87) 
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K,qK,q22i+(i+(KK»i»i2+b2+b2)i2)i+b+bihih=0=0-- (11.89) ) 

Definee K = Ke+s Ku and expand the derivative terms in Eqs. (11.85) and (11.89) to find the 

linearr equations 

{co;+r{co;+r <}<} ss + s2)gti+(als
2~a2s)itl^(rq+s)gq(0) + (ais-a2)4q(0), 

( 5 ^ ) ^ + ( j e 9
2 + ^ 2 ) ^ = ( A i ) ^ ( 0 )) + ( ^ ^ 2

+ A 2 ) ^ ( 0 ) , 

soo the linear response matrix is 

a>l+Ta>l+T qqss + s2 

ss 6, 

aa]]  s' —a2 s 

KK q1 +s b2 

G, G, 

UJ J 
rr + s o, s—a2 

b,b, *„? '+* ,_ 
fc(°) fc(°) 
ko) ) 

Itt follows that 

MM = 
a)~a)~ + Vq s+s' at s' -a2 s 

sbsbyy K q1 +s b2 

LL = 
rr  + 5 a, j - a , 

bbxx Kuq
2+b2 

(11.90) ) 

(11.91) ) 

(11.92) ) 

(11.93) ) 

(11.94) ) 

Thee spectrum function for the elevation function then follows from the application of Eqs. 
(11.54),, (11.58), and (11.60). Note that, with the addition of the bending coefficient [see Eq. 86 in 
Ref.. [6]] and J = y + (g Ap/q2) + Bt, q

2, the mean-squared elevation computed for Eq. 29 in 
Ref.. [6], which is 

( ^ < ) ) 
KKBBT T 

[yq[yq22+Apg)^ +Apg)^ 

generalizess to 

fc<fc<gg«)«) = 777i 
KKDDT T 

(yq'+Apg(yq'+Apg + B^4)^ 
(11.95) ) 

Notee that the dispersion equation is 
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det(M)) = 0, (11.96) 

which,, after the substitution s —> i co [see Eq. (11.59)], is of use in interpreting the center 
frequencyy and the decay constant numbers estimated from a fit of the experimental correlogram 
too the Lorentzian model. However, we advocate use of the full spectrum function in the fitting 
algorithmm along with the instrument function for the most accurate estimation of the parameters 
7,, Ke, Klt, and so on. 

Itt is evident that the spectrum of the tangent plane displacement vector is easy to compute, as are 
thee cross spectra between g and t,. These spectra are not observable with the surface light 

scatteringg instrument described in this text. Because Ug (.?) <g (On is dominated by the surface 

elasticc modulus and not by the surface tension, a considerable enhancement of the resolution of 
thee surface viscoelastic moduli is possible. It is doubtful that light scattering can be used for this 

purpose.. ( ^ ( ^ ^ ( O n is calculated from the free energy 

FFLL,, = G\ wvl wvv -1/2(#VY)~ + K(wrt)~, which goes to the functional 

R=R=GG11K_r(ei\^K_r(ei\^dx(h dx(h 

22 h\dx) 

wheree any coupling to g must come from the metric and will be through v# ~1+ — fl-
ex ex 

Therefore e 

(£,(0)) <(0))=f^7 (H-98) 

fe(O)fe(O) <(0)) = 0. (11.99) 

Thiss completes the construction of the linear response theory for a single interface. Additional 
detailss are given in Ref. [6] and the full derivation is provided in Appendix II-C. The double 
interfacee development follows the same procedure as was used here for the single interface, but 
iss a much longer calculation whose results are provided immediately below. The lengthy full 
derivationn for the double interface is provided in Appendix II-D . 

SLSS-4.6.33 Surface Response Function Algorith m for  an Asymmetric Double-Interface 
(Thinn Film) 

Afterr indulging in a fair amount of mathematics (provided in Appendix II-D), Meyer obtained 
thee following general solutions for the mMatrix and nMatrix formulation of the normal and 
tangentiall governing equations for the asymmetric double-interface (thin-film) problem [4]. 
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Exampless showing results obtained with this SRF, whose theoretical underpinnings are outlined 
inn Mann etai [6], are plotted in Figs. 11-25 - 11-29. Experimental data [48, 59] taken with a thin 
filmm of pentane on water (as a function of temperature, i.e., film thickness) are plotted in 
Fig.. 11-24 and support the formulation of the asymmetric double-interface SRF that follows. A 
summaryy of key analytical results follows: 

'wil ll  m\2 m\3 m\4^ 

ml\ml\ w22 w23 w24 

w311 /«32 w33 w34 

m411 w42 w43 w44 

'cM 'cM 

u.u. m 

m.b m.b 

hi'] hi'] 

(nil(nil  «12 «13 «14^ 

«211 «22 «23 «24 

«311 «32 «33 «34 

«411 «42 «43 «44 

'f,[op p 

Multiplyingg both sides by CMM CM CM CM 
v».« « 

,, we obtain: 
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C[°K HH U"[ok,[. « 
tt.tt. m u. m f \n, m it. m 

CMf.HH k'MU^ 

O°KMM umi* 

== Inverse 

(m\\(m\\ m\2 wl3 

m211 «?22 w23 /; 

m./ii  u.m f \ tn. b u, m 

m.hm.h a. m 

C[°RMM U'MèAA 

4^ ^ 

Ï 2 4 4 

«?311 w32 m33 w34 

w411 m42 w43 w44y 

m.bm.b m.b 

m./>> m./i / \m. /> w./> 

'fff 11 «12 «13 «14^ 

«211 AÏ22 «23 «24 

«311 «32 «33 «34 

«411 «42 «43 «44 

C[»KWW Cl°K[° ] C[o]f,[o] ] f, M 
H.mm u.m j \n.m u.m / \m.h u.m j \m.h u.m 

CW?,[»l)) (^[o]^[o] \ /f,-[oR[o]) U-[o]4,[o] 
u.mu.m u.m 

C[°K[° 11 ] f,W C[o]C„[o] «/[«KM 
H.mm m./i / \ » .m m. b / \m.h m.b j \m.b m.b 

f/[oR[»])) /c[o]f,[o]\ (c[oR[o]\ L-[o]s,[o] 
VV \" -

Here e 

u.mu.m m.b m.bm.b m.b 

denomOOldenomOOl = 2q2q2 2 

-2\ -2\ 

11 + exp(2 \q\ «,,) + exp 2 m «n - 4 exp \\q\ + m «0 

(|g|| + «j)«0 ++ exp 

»» £/ / « 

++ T-l + exp(2|</| «0) - 1 + e x p i l m hA lq2+m~ 

m\m\ 1 (* zetaQHatUMUpperNormalCoefl *)-~q2 f + $ «11 

wl22 (* xiQHatUMUpperNormalCoefl *) = s «12 
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mll 3 (* zetctQHatMBUpperNormalCoefl *) = vanDerWaalsTerm + s «13 

mll 4 (* xiQHatMBUpperNormalCoefl *) = s n\A 

n\\(*zetaQUMUpperNormalCoefln\\(*zetaQUMUpperNormalCoefl *) 

Ism Ism 

r - ll + exp(2|<?|/»0 n 1 + exp 2ra« 0 

-- 1 + exp(21^| h0 ) \ \ - l + exp(2 m h0 J \q\m \q\m 
\P \P 

denomOOl denomOOl 

«122 (* xiQUMUpperNormalCoefl*) 

- 22 rj  + 2rf 
mm u 

1 1 

ss pm 
uu "  2 — 

22 i I + q rv 

qq -\q\m u,m 

== iq 

denomOOl denomOOl 
( ( 

2s 2s 

-- - l + exp(2|<jr|«0) - 1+exp 2m« 0 J 

exp(22 |g| «0) + exp(2 m « 0 1-4 exp l|^| + ml «0 

i\q\i\q\ + m\ I ++ exp 

«133 (* zetaQMBUpperNormalCoef2 *) = 

''  \Q\ m 

ss p 

qq -\q\m 

88 exp l|^|| + m)«0 s \q\ m -q sinh(g h0) + m sinhf m «0 J 

denomOOl denomOOl 

«144 (* xiQMBUpperNormalCoef2 *) -

4/jexp(|g|| « 0 ) - exp w «0 J -exp (2 |*yj -h AM 1 /^ +exp l|g| + 2m )/z0 
\ \ 

ss m\q\q p 

denomOOl denomOOl 

m2\m2\ (* zetaQHatUMLowerNormalCoef2 *) 

== vanDerWaalsTerm + s «21 = vanDerWaalsTerm + s n\ 3 

m222 (* xiQHatUMLowerNormalCoefl *) = s «22 = - 5 «14 
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m233 (* zetaQHatMBLowerNormalCoefl *)--q2 y+sn23 

m244 (* xiQHatMBLowerNormalCoefl *) = s «24 

«211 (* zetaQUMLowerNormalCoefl *) = «1 3 

«222 (* xiQUMLowerNormalCoefl *) - -«14 

«233 (* zetaQMBLowerNormalCoef2 *) = 

22 s m 
r - ll + exp(2|g| «0) 1 + exp 2 w /?0 

—— Tl + exp(2 [Q'I «0)1 - l + expl2«?«0 gg ra 
rP rP 

denomOOl denomOOl 

«244 (* xiQMBLowerNormalCoefl *) 

-2TJ-2TJ + 2T] 
hh m 

1 1 

ss p m 

qq -\q\m m.b 

iq iq 

denomOOl denomOOl 
f f 

2s2s < 

\-\\-\ + exp(2\q\hoy\ -1 + expl 2 m h01 

11 + exp(2 \q\ «0) + expl2 w «0 J-4 exp l|^| + m| h0 

++ exp (|*|| + m) «n n 

\ \ 

) ) 

\q\\q\ m 
m m 

\ \ 

\P \P 
m m 

j j 

--
ss p 

b b 

qq22 - \q\ m 

nïinïi 1 (* zetaQHatUMUpperTangentCoefl *) = s «31 

m322 (* xiQHatUMUpperTangentCoefl *) = - <?2 Ke + s «32 

w333 (* zetaQHatMBUpperTangentCoefl *)-s «33 

ra34ra34 (* xiQHatMBUpperTangentCoef2 *) = s «34 
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«311 (* zetaQUMUpperTangentCoefl *) 

1 1 

w w iq iq 

-2\g\rj-2\g\rj + 
denomOQdenomOQ 1 

2q2q22 < 

- ll + exp(2|<?|«0) - 1 +exp 2 m h01 

11 + exp (2 \q| «0 J + exp 12 «i «01 

(|g|| + ml« 0 +exp 2l |g | + m]« ( - 44 exp 

x[qx[q22 —m 1/7 
\\ m I  m 

++  \q\rj -rjm 

«322 (* xiQUMUpperTangentCoef2 *) 

f f 
1 1 

* % +
öfe«om001|^| | 

++ ? (H+? ) 

88 exp (l«l +?H H -'W-m-'W-m1 1 
-- cosh I «2 «01 m sinh (</ «0) + 

qq cosh (g «0) sinh I m hü I 

«333 (* zetaQMBUpperTangentCoef2 *) 

// exp j | ^ || + m )«0 q\q\ cosh(g/ï0)-coshl«7 «0 I miq2—m 177 
\\ rn f \ m / J m \ m } m 

denomOOl denomOOl 

«344 (* xiQMBUpperTangentCoef2 *) 

88 exp |?|++ w \h0 q}\q2~m2\ -m sinh [q h0) + q sinh lm «0 

dewomOOll |^ 

w411 (* zetaQHatUMLowerTangentCoef2 *) = s «41 = - 5 «33 

w422 (* xiQHatUMLowerTangentCoef2 *) = s «42 = s «34 

m433 (* zetaQHatMBLowerTangentCoef2 *) = s «43 

/«444 (* xiQHatMBLowerTangentCoe/2 *) = -q2 Ke+s «44 

«411 (* zetaQUMLowerTangentCoef2 *)--  «33 

«422 (* xiQUMLowerTangentCoef2 *) = «34 
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«433 (* zetaQMBLowerTarigentCoefl *) 

iq iq 

rjrj  + t] 
mm h 

ï ï 

22 m rj 

denomOOdenomOO 1 
j j 

-11 + expl2 m h0 [-1 + exp(2 \q\ hüH m q1 

11 + exp 2 m h() I + exp (2 |g| /Ï0 ) 

-- 4 exp |g| + m J /J0 + exp 2 I |</| + w I h0 

mm + q~ \\q 

nAAnAA (* xiQMBLowerTangentCoe/2 *) 

qq22KKvv + 
1 1 

denomOOldenomOOl \q\ 
exp p (M+ww j / / 0 ?3 (^ 2^^ 2) 

-- cosh [mhAm sinh(</ A0) + 

<77 cosh (q h0) sinh j m h0 

++  rj[\q\  + m 
\\ h v h 

Wee simplify this by keeping its / £* [0] ^ [0] j and ( £* [0] ^ [0] j components and dropping 

itss ( £q*  [O] ^ [O]) and / ^ * [O] ^ [0] J components (where we assume the later two terms are 
\u.m\u.m m.h I \it.m u.m I 

smalll since the components are nearly orthogonal for low amplitudes). We obtain the following 
intermediatee form, which can be further simplified (begin by replacing the mMatrix components 
withh their nMatrix forms and using the nMatrix equalities provided above). Because we are 
usingg TIR from the upper interface (see Fig. II-4) to collect the data shown in Fig. 11-24, we only 

needd to consider the I C,* [0] C,' [s])  upper interface term when plotting the theoretical results 
\\ u.m u.m j 

shownn in Fig. 11-26 for comparison with our experimental data: 
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C[oRM M 

== Re 

(̂01222 m34 m43 nl3-m22 m33 m44 nl3-ml4 m33 m42 n23+ml3 m34 m42 n23+ 

ml44 m32 m43 n23-ml2 m34 m43 n23-ml3 m32 m44 n23+ml2 m33 m44 n23-

ml44 m22 m43 n33+ml3 m22 m44 n33+ml4 m22 m33 n43-ml3 m22 m34 n43+ 

m244 (m33 m42 nl3-m32 m43 nl3-ml3 m42 n33+ml2 m43 n33+ml3 m32 n43-

ml22 m33 n43)+m23 (-m34 m42 nl3+m32 m44 nl3+ml4 m42 n33-ml2 m44 n33-

ml44 m32 n43+ml2 m34 n43))(^* [O] £q [0]\ + 
\„.,,,\„.,,,  m.b J 

(m222 m34 m43 nl l-m22 m33 m44 nl l-m!4 m33 m42 n21+ml3 m34 m42 n21 + 

ml44 m32 m43 n21-ml2 m34 m43 n21-ml3 m32 m44 n21+ml2 m33 m44 n21-

ml44 m22 m43 n31+ml3 m22 m44 n31+ml4 m22 m33 n41-ml3 m22 m34 n41+ 

m244 (m33 m42 nl l-m32 m43 nl l-ml3 m42 n31+ml2 m43 n31+ml3 m32 n41-

ml22 m33 n41)+m23 (-m34 m42 nl l+m32 m44 nll+ml4 m42 n31-

ml22 m44 n31-ml4 m32 n41+ml2 m34 n41))( £/[0] Qq [O] 

(-ml22 m24 m33 m41+ml2 m23 m34 m41+ml 1 m24 m33 m42-mll m23 m34 m42+ 

ml22 m24 m31 m43-ml 1 m24 m32 m43-ml2 m21 m34 m43+mll m22 m34 m43+ 

ml44 (-m23 m32 m41+m22 m33 m41+m23 m31 m42-m21 m33 m42-m22 m31 m43+ 

m211 m32 m43)-ml2 m23 m31 m44+ml 1 m23 m32 m44+ml2 m21 m33 m44-

mll 1 m22 m33 m44+ml3 (m24 m32 m41-m22 m34 m41-m24 m31 m42+ 

m211 m34 m42+m22 m31 m44-m21 m32 m44)) 

Notingg that 

: : 

kkBB temperature y q~ + P-P P-P gg + Be q4 + vanDerWaalsTerm 

77 1~ + P-P P-P gg + Bc qA + vanDerWaalsTerm 

x|| y q~ + 
ftr,ftr,  h 

p-P p-P 
mm b 

gg + Bt, q4 + vanDerWaalsTerm - vanDerWaalsTerm' 

thiss can be succinctly written as 
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C[°K[o] ] 

kkBB temperature y q2 + vanDerWaalsTerm 
\m.b\m.b ) 

yy q2 + vanDerWaahTerm y q2 + vanDerWaahTerm - vanDerWaalsTerm2 

kkBB temperature y q2 + vanDerWaalsTerm 

w ;;  )_ 
ff q2 vanDerWaahTerm \+ y q2\ y q2 + vanDerWaalsTerm 

>n.h>n.h J ii. m ym.h j 

Notingg that 

: : 
.h.h I \ti.m m.b 

kkBB temperature x vanDerWaalsTerm 

yy q2 vanDerWaalsTerm + y q2\ y q2 + vanDerWaalsTerm 
m.bm.b J u.m L i 

where e 

yy -> y + 

p-p p-p 

u.u. m q 
• +• + Be q and y -> y + 

u.mu.m m.b m.b 

P~P P~P 
mm b ++  Be q2 

and d 

C[°KMM = 
kkBB temperature \ y q2 + vanDerWaalsTerm 

ff q2 vanDerWaalsTerm \+ y q2\ f q2 + vanDerWaalsTerm 

Additionally, , 

£ // [O] ^ [O]) - 0 when no monolayer is present 

and d 

%*%*  [0] %q [0]) *  0 when a monolayer is present. 

file:///ti.m


Whenn TIR from below the interface is not used for simply determining the power 
spectrumm of the upper interface [such as when the middle fluid has an index of refraction 
thatt is greater than that of the bottom fluid and hence TIR results at the bottom interface 
att the angle of interest; or when the difference in the indices of refraction of the bottom 
andd middle fluids is not small compared to the liquid - vapor (upper - middle) interface], 

thee lower interface component / £* [O] f ? [s]  \ , shown in Fig. 11-28, may be added by 
\\ m, b m>b j 

usingg the approach and information provided above to obtain: 

C[°KM M 

== Re 

f-(m211 m34m43nl2-m21 m33 m44 nl2 - ml4 m33 m41 n22 + 

ml33 m34 m41 n22 + ml4 m31 m43 n22 - ml 1 m34 m43 n22 -

ml33 m31 m44 n22 + ml 1 m33 m44 n22 - ml4 m21 m43 n32 + 

ml3m211 m44 n32+ ml4 m21 m33 n42 - ml3 m21 m34 n42 + 

m244 (m33 m41 nl2 - m31 m43 nl2 - ml3 m41 n32 + 

mll 1 m43 n32 + ml3 m31 n42 - ml 1 m33 n42) + 

m233 (-m34 m41 nl2 + m31 m44 nl2 + ml4 m41 n32 -

mill m44 n32 - ml4 m31 n42 + ml 1 m34 rA2))Uq*  [0] ^ [0] 
\m,b\m,b m,b / 

-(m21m34m43nlll -m21 m33m44nll -ml4m33m41 n21 + 

ml3m34m411 n21+ml4m31 m43 n21 -mi l m34m43n21 -

ml33 m31 m44n21 +ml l m33m44n21 -ml4m21 m43 n31 + 

ml33 m21 m44n31 +ml4m21 m33 n41 -ml3m21 m34n41 + 

m24(m33m41nlll -m31 m43nll -ml3m41 n31 + 

mill m43n31 +ml3m31n41 -mi l m33n41) + 

m233 (-m34 m41 nl 1 + m31 m44 nl 1 + ml4 m41 n31 -

mill m44n31 -ml4 m31 n41 + ml 1 m34 n41))/^*[0] ^ [0] 
\m,b\m,b u,m / 

(-ml22 m24 m33 m41+ml2 m23 m34 m41+ml 1 m24 m33 m42-ml 1 m23 m34 m42+ 

ml22 m24 m31 m43-mll m24 m32 m43-ml2 m21 m34 m43+mll m22 m34 m43+ 

ml44 (-m23 m32 m41+m22 m33 m41+m23 m31 m42-m21 m33 m42-m22 m31 m43+ 

m211 m32 m43)-ml2 m23 m31 m44+ml 1 m23 m32 m44+ml2 m21 m33 m44-

mll 1 m22 m33 m44+ml3 (m24 m32 m41-m22 m34 m41-m24 m31 m42+ 

m2ll m34 m42+m22 m31 m44-m21 m32 m44)) 
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Fig.. 11-29 shows the upper and lower interface intensity components plotted on top of each other 
withoutt regard to the impact on the intensity of the scattered light that results from the relative 
refractivee indices of the liquids, which would make the comparison even more dramatic. When 
bothh the upper and lower interface scattered light information is available, their intensities need 
too be combined in a ratio that is related to the relative refractive indices of refraction of the upper 
andd lower interfaces (which may not consist of sharp boundaries formed by two distinct indices 
off refraction). The use of total internal reflection and the possibility of evanescent coupling can 
havee additional intensity ratio impacts. 

Definitionss for the symbols used for the asymmetric double-interface solution follow: 

vanDerWaahTermvanDerWaahTerm - -
dh; dh; 

HamakerConstant HamakerConstant 

122 K hj 
(** The vanDerWaalsTerm 

functionn has more sophisticated forms, which are easily accomodated. *) 

(** Note that an Under-script "u, m" denotes the 

upper-middlee interface and that an Under-script "m, b" denotes the 

middle-bottomm interface throughout this manuscript. *) 

yy + 
p-p p-p 

 + B q', y -  ̂ y + 
p-p p-p 
mm b 

ee q-, 
m,b m,b 

YvYv -  ̂ Yv + Bv q2, yv -> /, , + Bv q2, 
ii.ii.  m m. h 

mm —> positiveRealRoot 

mm —> positiveRealRoot 

// ca p 
b_ b_ 

n n 
b b 

imp imp 

mm -» positiveRealRoot 
// co p 

q~q~ + 

<r<r
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(** Comment: The viscoelastic coefficients we take to be zero. *) 

s^iio,Bs^iio,Bee(*(*  bending modulus *)—>0>Be(*  bending modulus *)->0, 
it.it. m m.h 

BBvv(*(*  bending viscosity *)—>0,Bv(*  bending viscosity *)—»0, 
u.mu.m m.h 

yyvv (* transverse surface viscosity *)->0,yv (* transverse surface viscosity *)->0, 
u.mu.m m.h 

KKee (* = G + K, surface shear plus dilational elastic modulus *) -» 0, 

KKvv (* -ff + C, surface shear plus dilational viscosity modulus *) —>  0, 

<<  q —> surfaceWaveNumber, h0 —> interfacialThickness^ > 

pp —» densityUpperPhase, p —> density'MiddlePhase, p —> densityBottomPhase, 
i,i, m b 

r\r\  —> viscosity UpperPhase, rj  —> viscosity MiddlePhase, rj  —> viscosityBottomPhase, 
uu m h 

yy -> interfacialTensionUpperMiddlelnterface, 
u.m u.m 

yy —> interfacialTensionMiddleBottomlnterface, 
m.b m.b 

gg —> gravitationalAcceleraton, kB -> 1 (* Drop Boltzmann constant scalefactor. *), 

coco —> 2 n selectedFrequencyValuesForPowerSpectrumAxis 

SLSS-4.77 Asymmetric Double-Interface (Thin Film) Algorithm Results and their Comparison 
withh Experimental Data 

Thee following figures show and describe both experimental and theoretical power spectra plots 
forr a thin-film of pentane on water. As the temperature of the sample cell and its contents are 
raisedd the pentane film thins. This allows us to study the coupling of the lower interface into the 
upperr interface. The analytical solution we derived to solve this problem is provided in 
Appendixx II-D and analytically summarized in the text above and in the figures that follow. This 
solutionn is supported by the experimental data in Fig. 11-24, indicating that the essential pieces 
aree now in hand for using surface light scattering spectroscopy to characterize thin films 
(includingg the measure and study Casimir-Polder forces, i.e., vacuum fluctuations). 
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Fig.. 11-24. Power spectra measurements of a thin film of pentane on water, where the film thickness 
changess with temperature. These data were taken using TIR (see Fig. II-4) and plotted parametrically 
ass functions of frequency and temperature, with the temperature axis being plotted nonlinearly. 
Comparee with the theory plot shown in Fig. 11-25, noting that Fig. 11-25 does not include instrument 
functionn broadening. Gaps in the experimentally measured power spectra are visible where one 
expectss a large low frequency contribution, e.g., at 45 °C. Where gaps in the power spectrum exist 
acrosss a complete frequency spectrum, this is likely a result of the application of cross correlation 
(whichh rejects otherwise corrupted data). Roll-off filters were set for - 6dB at 100 Hz and 1 MHz. 
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Fig.. 11-25. Theoretical power spectra measured at the liquid-vapor interface for a thin film of pentane 
onn water. These power spectra are calculated without free parameters and given as a function of 
interfaciall thickness for a fixed computational temperature of 45 °C, a Hamaker coefficient of 
1.11 x 10 21 J, and a grating value of K= 1000 cm"1. Roll-off filters were not used in the computation. 
Whenn comparing the figure above to Fig. 11-24, note that the zero frequency is not plotted in 
Fig.. 11-25. The addition of ellipsometry data (not available at this time) should allow us to correlate 
thee change in temperature with interfacial thickness, along with allowing us to adjust for the thermal-
physicall effects of temperature on the plot of the power spectra. All of this is included in the complete 
analyticall formulation we provide in Appendix 1I-D and support in our Refs. (see Meyer et al. [4] and 
Mannn et al. [6]). 
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Fig.. 11-26. Theoretical power spectra measured at the liquid-vapor interface for a thin film of pentane 
onn water. These power spectra are calculated without free parameters and given as a function of 
interfaciall thickness for a fixed computational temperature of 45 °C, a Hamaker coefficient of zero J 
(i.e.,(i.e., no Hamaker coefficient, Casimir-Polder force, included in the calculation), and a grating value of 
K== 1000 cm" . Roll-off filters were not used in the computation. When comparing the figure above 
too Fig. 11-24, note that the zero frequency is not plotted in Fig. 11-26. Compare with Fig. 11-25, which 
includess a Casimir-Polder force term for the upper interface that manifests itself as the film thins. 
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Fig.. 11-27. Theoretical power spectra for a thin film of pentane on water for light scattered from the 
lowerr (liquid-liquid) interface. These power spectra are calculated without free parameters and given 
ass a function of interfacial thickness for a fixed computational temperature of 45 °C, a Hamaker 
coefficientt of 1.1 x 10 2I J, and a grating value of K= 1000cm'. The same thermal-physical 
parameterss are used, as in the previous 3-D power spectra plot in Fig. 11-25 for the upper interface. 
Whilee the use of total internal reflection in the present optical geometry ensures that the lower 
interfacee is not directly seen by the detector(s), the possibility of evanescent coupling or a different 
opticall geometry might lead one to ask how the power spectrum plot of light scattered by the lower 
interfacee would look. 
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Fig.. 11-28. Theoretical power spectra for a thin film of pentane on water for light scattered from the 
lowerr (liquid-liquid) interface. The same thermal-physical parameters are used, as in the previous 3-D 
powerr spectra plot in Fig. 11-26 for the upper interface (no critical Casimir-Polder force term has been 
included,, i.e., a Hamaker coefficient of zero J was used). Compare with Fig. 11-27, which includes a 
criticall Casimir-Polder force term for the lower interface that manifests itself as the film thins. 
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SLSS-5.. Discussion and Conclusions 

Wee have devised and demonstrated a new and easy to use method for mitigating the unwanted 
effectss of external vibrations when using surface light scattering to non-invasively measure 
surfacee tension and viscosity at a fluid-fluid interface. This approach effectively suppresses 
normall vibration effects and allows our instrument to be used in a regular environment, rather 
thann in a more traditional environment that requires careful vibration isolation (as extreme as 
floatingg portions of the building). This instrument design can accommodate a total internal 
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reflectionn (TIR) implementation, which acquires data much faster than when working in a 
non-TIRR mode (since all the light is from the upper interface is reflected); and because the 
gratingg is oriented perpendicular to the cylindrical scattering cell, the scattering angle does not 
changee when the index of refraction of the fluid is changed (but with a cylindrical cell and the 
gratingg oriented as we've discussed this index should be included in the instrument function, 
sincee it may shorten the grating lines at the interface; and flat entrance and exit windows for the 
laserr beam entering and exiting the cylindrical cell may be used to address lensing affects of the 
cell).. TIR also simplifies the power spectrum computation since very little light, in comparison, 
iss scattered from the bottom interface when the wetting layer has an index of refraction 
comparablee to that of the bottom fluid (the middle fluid index should be greater than the bottom 
fluidd index to avoid TIR from the bottom interface for a particular angular range). We have 
foundd and implemented a practical algorithm for instrument function effects; these effects must 
bee accounted for in order to obtain accurate results with typical instruments. We have 
demonstratedd that the experimental correlograms follow Gaussian statistics, and we have shown 
thee efficacy of including our instrument function algorithm in a maximum likelihood fit of 
experimentall data acquired with a correlator. Our results have allowed us to empirically verify 
thee correlation weighting function derived by Edwards. We have derived and computationally 
implementedd SRFs for both the simple interface and the asymmetric thin-film interface based on 
thee theory of Mann et al. [6] and the derivations of Meyer et al. [4], Appendices II-C and II-D 
containss the full derivations and they are included on the accompanying CD ROM. Whereas the 
dampedd cosine model in combination with the full dispersion equation is limited to large or small 
valuess of Y, the SRF is more accurate and covers the full range of Y (including critically damped 
data).. Our results for the simple fluid-vapor interface (confirmed computationally and with 
experimentall data) provide the same results as Meunier's SRF. We have found that our 
theoreticall results for the asymmetric thin-film interface are supported by experimental data (see 
Figs.. 11-26, 11-28 and 11-24, Appendix II-D, and Refs. [4], [48] and [6]). These advances, when 
combined,, provide an accurate and non-invasive way to measure surface tension, viscosity, and 
manyy other interfacial parameters. 

Wee note that we have developed and now have all the experimental and analytical tools needed 
forr allowing surface light scattering spectroscopy to measure vacuum fluctuations by measuring 
thee spectrum of thin films like those referenced experimentally and analytically in Figs. 11-24, 
11-255 and 11-27. The full analytical power spectrum plot shows that the experimental data taken 
too date are very close to having recorded vacuum fluctuations. We did not complete the 
theoreticall calculation shown in Fig. 11-25 until the data in Fig. 11-24 was already acquired. The 
acquiredd data and theory agree over the range of recorded film thicknesses. The theoretical work 
inn this text (detailed in Appendix II-D and plotted in Fig. 11-25 and Fig. 11-27) indicates that a 
changee occurs (in both the position and height) in the power spectrums because of the 
Casimir-Polderr forces in asymmetric thin films, when the films are only slightly thinner than in 
ourr experimental data shown in Fig. 11-24. Compare Fig. 11-25 with Fig. 11-26 to see the effects 
off the Casimir-Polder force in the theoretical plots on the upper interface of the thin film and 
comparee Fig. 11-27 with Fig. 11-28 to seethe effects of the Casimir-Polder force on the theoretical 
plotss of the lower interface of the thin film. 

Inn conclusion, in Section II of this work we have added instrumental and analytical capabilities, 
alongg with ease of use to surface light scattering spectroscopy. Our improved instrument design. 
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dataa analysis routines, instrument function, and theoretical derivations allow us to measure the 
interfaciall properties of both simple fluids and of asymmetric thin films of a liquid-liquid-vapor 
interface. . 

SLSS-6.. Appendices for Section II (large appendices found on CD ROM) 

SLSS-6.11 Appendix II-A: Fourier Optics Derivation of Instrument Function 

Thiss derivation of the surface light scattering instrument function allows for both the traditional 
Edwards'' instrument function grating orientation and the rotated grating orientation discussed in 
thiss text. The derivation is provided as a Mathematica notebook of approximately 70 pages, 
whichh is included on the accompanying CD ROM. All of the Mathematica notebooks on this 
CDD ROM can be either run in Mathematica or viewed with the MathReader program that is 
includedd on the CD ROM in Appendix II-I. The latest version of the MathReader program, 
whichh can be downloaded for free and used for viewing Mathematica notebooks, may be found 
onn the World Wide Web at http://www.wolfram.com . 

SLSS-6.22 Appendix II-B: Using the NonlinearRegress Routine in Mathematica 

Inn order for Mathematical NonlinearRegress data fitting routine to function at all with the SRFs, 
onee must help Mathematica define the gradients it will find and use. Otherwise, when 
MathematicaMathematica 4.1 (and earlier versions) encounters the derivatives Re', Im', and Abs', it does not 
knoww how to proceed. Re' [ ] results from taking the derivative of Re [ ], which surrounds the 
Mannn SRF. Im' [ ] results from taking the derivative of Im [ ], which surrounds the Meunier 
SRF.. Whenever using the NonlinearRegress routine in Mathematica with the Mann and Meunier 
SRFs,, add the following type of replacement rules to the gradient definition in the 
NonlinearRegresss routine (here eqn_ stands for any equation): 

Gradientt —>  {Re [8jntCrfaciaiTcnSionSoughtpowerSpectrumFitUsingMannSRF /. {Re' [eqn_ ] —• 1, 
Im'' [eqn_ ]—>-/, Abs' [eqn_  1}], 
Re[öviscosityLowerPhaseSoughtpowerSpectrumFitUsingMannSRFF /. {Re' [eqn_ ] —• 1, 
Im'' [eqn_ ]—»-/, Abs' [eqn_ ] —>  1}], etc.} 

Thee - i is needed in the computer software for the Meunier SRF because Mathematica needs real 
numberss for its gradients and the Meunier SRF is set up so that the power spectrum is the 
imaginaryy part of the SRF. The - / multiplication factor takes the Im' [ ] that results from the 
Imm [ ] function that surrounds the entire Meunier SRF and replaces it with - / to convert all the 
derivedd gradients to real values with an appropriate sign, since the negative sign flips the 
resultingg minus sign that arises from (/' x / ) . Abs' [eqn_ ] —* 1 is needed if you decide to 
computationallyy back-calculate Ks and os using fluid standards, since Abs [Ks] is found 
throughoutt the SRFs. While W. Meyer derived and tested the algorithms in this work using 
MathematicaMathematica 4.1, we are working towards being able to provide a version of this Mathematica 
codee or a related C programming language version (being developed by P. D. Crouser and S. M. 
Grasson).. Both programs contain bulk- and surface-light-scattering data analysis routines. The 
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CC programming language version of our software has both analysis routines and data acquisition 
capabilitiess and scripting for select correlators. 

SLSS-6.33 Appendix II-C: Derivation of the Single Interface Surface Response Function 
Algorithm m 

Thiss is about a 35-page derivation in a Mathematica notebook and is included on an 
accompanyingg CD ROM. This can be viewed using the MathReader program in Appendix II-I. 

SLSS-6.44 Appendix II-D: Derivation of the Asymmetric Double-Interface (Thin Film) Surface 
Responsee Function Algorithm 

Thiss is about a 300-page derivation in a Mathematica notebook included on an accompanying 
CDD ROM. This can be viewed using the MathReader program in Appendix II-I. 

SLSS-6.55 Appendix H-E: Mathematica Notebook for generating 3-D Power Spectra of an 
Asymmetricc Double-Interface (Thin Film) Using the Surface Response Function 
Algorithm m 

Thiss contains two approximately 200-page Mathematica notebooks (when including graphics 
andd 3-D plot values) and is included on an accompanying CD ROM. It contains both the 
generatingg routines for creating the 3-D power spectra of thin films as a function of film 
thicknesss (with and without Casimir-Polder forces) and plots for the m and n elements of the 
surfacee response function. The m and n element plots allow comparisons to be made when 
movingg the Mathematica routines into other computing languages, thus significantly easing the 
effortt required to find typing errors in portions of the large equations associated with the surface 
responsee function of the asymmetrical (thin-film) interface. 

SLSS-6.66 Appendix II-F: Laser Light Scattering and Surface Light Scattering Data Analysis 
Program m 

Thiss is a 10-megabyte program written by W. Meyer using Mathematica. It is included on an 
accompanyingg CD ROM. This program was used extensively for the surface light scattering and 
volumee scattering data analysis in this work. This Mathematica program was often used in 
conjunctionn with the Mathematica Link (sequencer) tool of Origin® for obtaining many of the 
OriginOrigin data plots provided in this text. This program includes the ability to load single or 
multiplee correlation functions and fit the correlograms and their Fourier transforms (power 
spectra)) using any of several kinds of fitting routines with a selection of fitting parameters and 
weightingg functions. Detailed fitting results and graphs are provided in Appendix II-G. Plots for 
statisticall analyses can be generated, including plots of the variance, covariance matrices and 
theirr inverses {e.g. - the correlation weighting function), correlation matrices, cumulative 
distributionn functions, etc. The Mathematica program is required to run this software package. 
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SLSS-6.77 Appendix II-G: Data and Analysis Results 

Foundd on the accompanying CD ROM. 

SLSS-6.88 Appendix 1I-H: Vitae for W. V. Meyer 
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VLSS and SLSS-6.10 Appendix H-J: Table of Symbols and Acronyms 

aa Hydrodynamic partiele radius. 

AA Intercept fitting parameter for correlation fitting function. 

AA Vector potential. 

APLL A Programming Language. 

gg AP 
aa —-—-

Y(KJM)' Y(KJM)' 

BB Baseline fitting parameter for correlation fitting function. 

BB Bending modulus at the middle-bottom interface. 
m.b m.b 

BBvv Bending viscosity at the middle-bottom interface. 
m.b m.b 

BB _ Bending modulus at the upper-middle interface. 

BBvv Bending viscosity at the upper-middle interface. 

cm"" Reciprocal (inverse) centimeters, i.e., lines/cm for a grating. 

cPP centiPoise 10" Poise (cm • g • second unit of viscosity equivalent to 10" Pa • s). 

C(x)) Correlation function. When measured we refer to this as a correlogram, which is an 
empiricall approximation of a mathematical correlation function. 

CII Confidence interval. 

b̂eamm Illuminating diameter of the laser beam. 

f̂iberss Separation distance between fiber optic pickups, ^nillltjplc < t/t-bcrs < £jnglL,. 

kk T 

DD = —B
 5 diffusion coefficient in volume light scattering. 

bnbn rj  a 

DD The eigenvalue matrix for the dispersion equation. 
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App The density jump across the fluid-fluid interface. 

eexx The cosine of the angle between the surface normal and the incoming laser beam for a 

flatflat interface (experimentally, it also accounts the ellipticity of the beam spot at the 
interface,, which can be affected by surface curvature which elongates the grating lines 
whenn using geometries like Fig. II-3). 

77 Viscosity. 

rjrj  Viscosity of the bottom phase. 
b b 

tjtj  Viscosity of the middle phase. 

rjrj  Viscosity of the upper phase. 

ƒƒ Focus formed by index matching vat for scattering from a single scattering angle where 

n n 
ff -R 5 R is the radius of the index matching vat and n is the index of refraction of 

n-\ n-\ 

thee liquid. 

f(t)) Detected signal. 

FF The surface light scattering instrument function kernel. 

FFee =G\ i/iV wvv - 1 / 2 ( «„ ) " + K(ua)', free energy. 

FFTT Fast Fourier transform, 

gg Gravitational acceleration. 

G ( r )) - / n { r + r) n ( / ) \ , auto-correlation function. 

GA B ( r )) = ( n ^ t + r)nB ( t ) ) = (nB(t + r) nA(t)) , temporal cross-correlation function. 

G(co)G(co) Power spectrum function. 

GHQQ Gauss-Hermite Quadrature. 

yy Interfacial tension. 
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yy Interfacial tension between the middle and bottom interface, 
m.m. b 

yy interfacial tension between the upper and middle interface. 

yyvv Transverse surface viscosity at the middle-bottom interface. 
m.h m.h 

yyvv Transverse surface viscosity at the upper-middle interface. 

Yv Yv 
m.m. b 

Yv Yv 

P-PP-P 8 
yy + ——^ i- B q2. dressed interfacial tension for middle-bottom interface. 

p-pp-p  8 
77 + —— h BL. q', dressed interfacial tension for upper-middle interface. 

q q 

yyvv  Bv q~, dressed transverse surface viscosity at the middle-bottom interface. 

YvYv + Bv Q2 ' dressed transverse surface viscosity at the upper-middle interface. 

== tq' 
rjrj  + rj 

j ,, h_ 

uu h J 

r,, Chemical species. 

2K 2K 

ff i]  + i]  ^ 

PP + P 

rr tt I -^— | , decay coefficient. 

hh00 Interfacial thickness. 

HH Comes from the invariant 2H = c, + c\ , where ca = 1 / Ra, where Ra is the radius of 

curvaturee of surface a . 
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HPP High-pass roll-off filters. 

iiAA(t)(t) Signal from detector A which arises from both single and multiple scattering 

contributions. . 

iiBB (/) Signal from detector B which arises from both single and multiple scattering 

contributions. . 

I!I!  Incident light intensity used to calculate the Rayleigh ratio. 

II ss Scattered light intensity used to calculate the Rayleigh ratio. 

llVHVH Intensity of horizontally (H) polarized scattered light that was vertically (V) polarized 
beforee scattering. 

II vvvv Intensity of vertically (V) polarized scattered light that was vertically (V) polarized 
beforee scattering. 

Imm The Imaginary part of a number or expression. 

kkBB Boltzmann's constant. 

KKee = G + K, surface shear plus dilational elastic modulus. 

KKvv = rj + £ , surface shear plus dilational viscosity modulus. 

KK =Ke+sKv 

Kss The wave number of the grating in the plane of the fluid interface. 

K\K\ First cumulant. 

KK22 Second cumulant. 

// huton Illuminating diameter of multiply scattered light surrounding the laser beam. 

LL Matrix that organizes the coefficients of the initial values for the SRF. 

LPP Low-pass roll-off filters. 

AA Vacuum wavelength of the laser light used in experiment. 
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XX00 Vacuum wavelength of the laser light used in experiment. 

Ann = 1 / on', vector of Edwards weighting factor for nlh correlation channel. 

mN/mm milliNewtons / meter, 10~J Newtons per meter (unit for interfacial tension equivalent to 
dyness / cm). 

P P 
thee positive real root of +| q

2 +s ~ 
n n 

p p 
mm — the positive real root of J q' +s — 

P P 
mm = the positive real root of -j q' +s JL-

n n 

MM A magnification factor for the grating that determines the ripplon wave numbers Ks 

detectedd by the optical system. This may include misfocusing effects, 

MGHQQ Use of Gauss-Hermite Quadrature approach proposed by Mann for 
computationallyy applying the instrument function in surface light scattering 
spectroscopy. . 

nn Refractive index of the media. 

nn Number of terms in the Gauss-Hermite quadrature expansion. This must be an odd 
numberr of terms to include the zero-channel, i.e., n = 11. 

n(t)) Number of counts received during each interval (t, t + T). 

nn44 (/) Resulting pulse stream from detector A. 

nnBB (/) Resulting pulse stream from detector B. 

NN = Ks GS, a dimensionless group that essentially represents the number of 
gratingg lines seen by the ripplons capillary waves) on the fluid interface. 
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NN =3 
Y Y 

r r ,, capillary number. 

NNMM Mach number or amplitude-to-wavelength ratio. 

PP Pressure tensor. 

P(co)) Power spectrum. 

P^K^co)P^K^co) Model of power spectrum with instrument function F". 

P.. \q,(o\ Model of power spectrum without instrument function F2. 

JxJx + \x + i y\ + i Sign[j] J - x + x + i y 
positiveRealRoott [z_ j - <— 

andd we use the following replacement rules 

{*->Re[z],, v->Im[z]}. 

PDFF Probability Distribution Function. 

411 Velocity stream function, which along with the velocity potential function ^ represents 
thee velocity field. 

<f><f>  Velocity potential function, which along with the velocity stream function *P represents 
thee velocity field. 

<j)<j)  Orientation of grating lines with respect to scattering plane. 

qq = k,- k s , where k, is the wave vector of the incident light, ks is that of the scattered 
light,, and q is the scattered wave vector. 

qsxx The surface wave number in the x direction always taken in the plane of the interface 
perpendicularr to the grating lines. 

qsyy The surface wave number in the y direction taken in the plane of the interface parallel to 
thee grating lines. 

QQ An instrument scaling factor that includes factors such as the quantum efficiency of the 
detector.. Q can be set equal to 1 for our purposes. 
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rr  Distance detector is from detected scattering volume. 

RR Pathlength oflight used to calculate the Rayleigh ratio. 

R,{KR,{Kss,, r) Model of correlation function with instrument function F~. 

(R\(R\ Average value for Ri. 

RR (<ƒ, r) Model of correlation function without instrument function F". 

Ree The Real part of a number or expression. 

1-11 ' V R' r-, I  1 

v\v\ - — , Rayleigh ratio. 
I,I,  V 

pp Density of the bottom phase. 
b b 

pp Density of the middle phase. 

/;; Density of the upper phase. 

.vv - i oj , where / = v-1 -

S.E.. Asymptotic Standard Error = , where a is the standard 
yjyj 2 x (number of samples) 

deviation. . 

SLSSS Surface Light Scattering Spectroscopy. 

SRFF Surface Response Function. 

<j<j  Standard deviation (Std. dev.). 

CTCTggMagMag The magnified beam width just before the surface, normal to the magnified beam 
propagationn direction. 

aa22 = ( ( / ? . - ( / f j j ) is the variance, where a is the standard deviation. 

ass Spot size measured perpendicular to the laser beam, i.e., os = 0.066535 cm (intensity 
measuredd at the \/e" points ^4c s ) . 
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Time. . 

U U 

Lag-timee between channels in the correlation function C(T). 

Turbidity. . 

Temperature. . 

Scatteringg angle. 

Thee projector to the tangent plane and the grating orientation of the spectrometer. 

Thee velocity field in the z-direction. 

VV The scattering volume), by the integration of S.R over the whole solid angle: 

n n 

VLSS Volume Light Scattering. 

coco 2 7i x selected frequency values for the power spectrum axis {radians / second unless 
notedd otherwise). 

cocon n pp + p 
VV  H b J 

CO,. CO,. 

(( V2 

rr  K;\KS\ 

PP + P 
uu h J 

(On n 

JcoJcotiti
22 +r ij

2 , renormalized (peak) frequency for simple harmonic oscillator. 

yy K; \K\ 

pp + p 
\\ u h J 

f f 

u. . -- CO, 
K K 

,, center frequency. 

(n) ) (Oii Weights used in Gauss-Hermite quadrature. 
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££ The fluctuation amplitude tangential to the fluid-fluid interface. 

Ir Ir 
'rmuitipicc ~~ "*•' m m • mult iple scattering speckle . 

photon n 

£s in t |,,
 :— - 1 m m , single scattering speckle . 

YY = l / ( 2 N c a ) 2 = ( ö ; 0 / r ( 1 ) : . 

gg The fluctuation ampl i tude normal to the fluid-fluid interface. 

'SS von = V x v = V x v r vorticity. 

C,C, The fluctuation ampl i tude normal to the middle-bot tom fluid-fluid interface. 
(m.b) (m.b) 

C,C, The fluctuation ampl i tude normal to the upper-middle fluid-fluid interface. 
( i / . m l l 
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